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CHAPTER I 

THE RESEARCH PR©BLEM 

Intraduction 

The thesis of this study is that both delayed acquisition of oral 

language and reading disabilities are frequently expressions of a mare 

generalized delay 0r dysfunction in infarmation processing. Since, 

devel0pmentally, oral language acquisition precedes learning to read, 

if this thesis is accurate a high percentage of children with delayed 

language acquisition may be expected t© exhibit·reading disabilities. 

At the present time children with delayed language are most 

frequently classified as learning disabled. Students with reading 

disabilities are classified as either·learning disabled 0r reading 

disabled, However, both reading specialists and teachers af children 

with learning disabilities have been slow to recognize subtle pr0blems 

in language functicming and even slower in ccmsidering the possible 

relationship between oral language deficits and reading disabilities. 

M0reover, reading specialists have been sl0w in differentiating 

b>etween reading disabled children with language deficits and children 

whese reading disability may best be attributed to other cultural 

and/®r envinmmental factors. As a consequence; :the question of the 

interaction between oral language precessing and reading competence is 

one which has not been adequately investigated. This is the question 

t0 .which the present study is addressed. 

1 



L ©ral Language Acquisftien 

Within the past fifteen·years research in language acquisition 

has been characterized by a shift of· interest from preduct t<i> precess. 

PriCi>r ta 1960 language accquisitian was th0ught.i,y many ta cCi>nsist of 

preduction 0f intelligihle speech units as a result af imitation of 

the speech of 0thers. Pr0,ress was measured in terms ef- extensiveness 

of vecabulary, length of utterances, and correctness.of syntax •. Since 
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1960, however, the influence af.contemporary linguistic theery (Ch0msky, 

1956, 1965) has prempted a growing awareness that language implies an 

informati0n-pr0cessing activity. With this has c0t11.e an increased 

interest in the mechanisms of language acquisition, precess, and 

functbn as opposed ta language as a product te be measured. This 

shift of interest is reflected in questions (!)f the relaticmship between 

language,. theught, and speech. 

Acc0rding te current linguistic theery (Chemsky, 1965) language 

is symbelic representation of th0ught. Language acquisition is a 

process 0f learning to use the grammar of a given.language in order te 

communicate ideas. Thus, Chemsky distinguishes between the deep struc-

tures which are syntactical rules that specify. the manner in which deep 

structures are.expressed. 

Research generated by cGntemporary ·linguistic theery-has attempted 

te describe the precess ef language accquisitian and te identify and 

measure variables which influence it. Research which seeks to describe 

the process ef language accquisiticm indicates that it is an 0raerly, 

preaictable process which. cCDntinues through(!)ut childhood (Ervin, 1964; 

Menyuk, 1963; Chemsky, 19-69). It requires a cambinatien 0f imitative, 

associative, ana creativeprecesses (Br0wn ancd Bellugi, 1964; 
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Ervin, 1964). Imitation precedes comprehension which, in turn, 

precedes pr0duction (Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown, 1963). While 

n0rmally developing children master basic syntactic structures pri©r 

te school entry (Ervin, 1964; B:rown and Fraser, 1963), refinement and 

elab0ration of these basic structures·, as well as acquisitian 0f m0re 

camplex structures, cantinues through the early school years until at 

least age ten (Chomsky, 1969; Slobin, 1966; Menyuk, 1963). 

Initial language production c0nsists af one werd sentences ar 

11h0l0phrasesll (McNeil!, 1970). These are rapidly replaced by simple 

sentences constructedfr0m combinations af tw0 form classes (piv0t 

and apen). As language acquisitfon continues, both the number af form 
\ 

classes (Rohwer, 1964) and the complexity 0f syntactic structures 

increases (Brawn and Berka, 1960). Simple, active/ declarative 

sentences, referred to by Chomsky as ll~ernel" sentences, are combined 

ancl. elabarated ta farm more camplex 0nes by the application of 

syntactic rules, 

Comparison ef linguistically normal and deviant children indicates 

that the develepmental patterns ef deviant children are not gressly 

different fram these of nermal chil<iren. Rather, deviant children 

exhibit a delay in the (!',nset af language, extended language acquisitian 

period, and reducecd flexibility and creativity in language praduction 

(Men.yuk, 1%4; Lee, 1966; M0rehead and Ingram, 1973). 

The influence of contemporary linguistic theory canalso b~ seen 

in a second body af research, one which seeks to iaentify and measure 

the differential effects ef learner and task variables 0n verbal 

learning. ©ne such task variahle is syntactic c0111.plexity. By this is 

meant the number of syntactic rules which has been applied teword 
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strings t© transform them into more complex strings. It is through 

the application 0f syntactic rules that kernel sentences are altered 

er combined t© form mere cemplex 0nes. 

In a series ©f studies Rohwer and his associates attempted t0 

iclentify syntactic variables which were significant in paired-associate 

learning 0f eral language material. Specifically, he attempted t© 
···~·:.:·-..... 

account fer his previaus finding that verh c1mnectives facilitated the 

paired-asseciate learning ef neun pairs more than prep@sition or 

conjunctian ci:mnectives. The effects @f semantic constraint (Rehwer, 

1966), implied activity and meaningfulness (Rohwer and Levin, 1966), 

and type of word strill.g had a significant eff.ect. Paired-associate 

learning ef n0uns embedded in phrase strings was superior ta learning 

l.!/Jf n<!luns embedded in sentence strings. This finding concurs with 

other findings (Chomsky,·1969; Sl©bin, 1966; and Fraser, Bellugi, and 

Brown, 1963) that syntactic cemplexity is a significant variable in 

learning oral language. 

Rehwer interpreted his fintilings to indicate that ncrnn pairs 

embedded in the same deep structure, butdifferertt surface structures 
\·.· 

are learned mere easily than n0un pairs which appea'r in different deep 

structures, but the same surface string. Te date, h0wever, this 

hyp0thesis has not been tested. 

A second task variable which has been ef interest in 0ral language 

learning is imagery. By imagery is meant the capacity t0 create a 

mental image in resp0nse to sensory <!lata. Contemporary research into 

the mediational value of imagery has been cencerned with prablems ef 

the image-ev0king quality ef words; the differential effect ef imag.ery 

as a stimulus, as compared t0 a response variable; and the facilitative 

effect of imagery in infermaticm transmission and retrieval. 



Studies to determine the ef.fect of imagery on learning indicate 

that it can be a useful tool in learning and remembering at all ages, 

but that its effects vary accorciing te the age 0f the subjects and the 

nature of the learning task. Research {Paivia, Yuille, and Madigan, 

1968) indicates high c©rrelatfons between imagery and both concrete

ness and meaningfulness ©f nouns. High imagery words were found to 

facilitate verbal learning by mediating between input and output 

(Paivio, 1963). This effect was greater fC>r imagery as a stimulus 

variable than asa response variable (Paivio, 1963; Paivio and 

Yuille, 1966). Furthermore, it was mere prenounced with olaer 

(gracile six) subjects than with· y<i)Unger {grade three) ones (Rohwer, 

Lynch, Levin, and Suzuki, 1967). Thus, elder subjects were thought 

to be better able te utilize imagery in learning than younger ones. 

Pictures facilitate verbal learning tea greater extent than 

w@rds when used as a stimulus variable, but present decoding problems 

when used as a respanse variable (Paivi0 and Yarmey, 1966; Paivie and 

Dilley, 1962; Milgram, 1967). Moreover, pictures with w0rds are more 

effective as stimulus items than are words alone (Rehwer, Lynch, 

Levin, and Suzuki, 1967). 

2. Reading 
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A second maj er thrust which has emerged since 19·60 is the increased 

interest of educators in the develapment af reading competence in 

students. This interest is evidenced in the proliferation of journals 

cieveted to reading, the initiation of new programs ta train reading 

specialists, and a diversity af remedial reading programs d:esigned to 

upgrade the skills of retarded readers at all levels in the educational 



hierarchy. An inspectian 0f research related t0 reaciling instructi(i)n, 

however, reveals n0 significan-t shift .. in erientation.- Reading research 

C(i)ntinues to be preeccupied with def-inition of reading,. identificati.0n. 

af types 0f reading, anCll: evaluatic.>n ef specific·instructional techni-

cques;. rather than the d.evelapment 0f underlying the0r.y. 

Authe-rities diffe·r in their definition of. reading. Same (Staats, 

1968) view it as a cample:x: stimulus-,respt>nse learning task which 

requires the fGI'Illation ef correct asseciati.ons "between (1) s0unds and 

symb0ls-, and {2) w0rds and the ebjects they represent. These wh0 

.ascribe t0 this pasitiGn believe that reading instructien cansists of. 

teaching word recegnition thr0ugh the presentation 0f apprapriate 

stimuli and the reinfercement 19f apprapriate resp0n·ses.- Camprehensici,n 

is a precess 0f c0nc!litiening· worcd responses (auditGry stimuli) to 

their apprepriate word stimuli (visual symbals).· Thus, reading 

instruct·ien is a three-stage procedure. In stage 0ne the apprapriate 

saunds areasseciatedwith each letter in the visual stimulus. In 

stage twe, the student learns t0 assaciate the audi.t0ry stimuli with 

the visual stimuli 0n awh0le w0rci basis. ·Finally, in.stage three 

the meaning elicited by saying the wared is cenditianed ta the written 

ward stimulus. 

A second, and sGmew'hat vague·, interpretation of reading defines 
/; 

it as a learning-ta-learn skill t0 be applied in sul>Ject matter areas 

(Carter and McGinnis, 1953) o F0r persons a-f this 0rientaticm reading 

is" ••• an ·le:t;ivity in which the individual seeks te :identify, inter-_,.,, 

pret, ancd evaluate the icieas and p0ints 0f. view expressed. by a writ·ert'· 

(p. lf>4). Reading invalves "··. ward study,.. sentence and paragraph 

c<!>tllprehensiGn, pr.0blem s0lvi.ttg, and critical evaluatian" (p. 1©4). 
\ 
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Reading instructi0n CC!>nsists 0-f· teaching students te apply word analysis 

skills to subject matter far the purpose of acquiring informatien £rem 

printed materials_. 

A third graup sees· reading as. a creative activity which is closely 

related t© verbal thaught pracesses. Within this context, reading is 

an activity in which the meaning the reader brings ta the printed page 

is at least as significant as that expressed by the writer.. Band and 

Tinker (1967) ex!!mplify this view when they define reading as a skill 

which: 

invl!:')lves the recognitian of printec!l 0r written sym'bols 
which serve as stimuli f.or the recall 0£ meaning li>uilt up 
thraugh the reac!ler's past experience. New meanings are 
derivec!l threugh manipulation 0f concepts already in his 
pessessi0n. The Grganizatien ef- the-se meanings is governed 
'by the clearly defined .purpeses ef the reader. · In shQrt, 
the reading pracess inv0lves b0th the acquisitienaf.meaning 
intended by the writer and the reader's own contributions 
in the farm 0£ interpretatian, evaluation, and reflecti0n 
abeut these meanings (lc>ncl anc!l Tinker; 1'67, p. 22) • 

A feurth Glefinitfon ef reaGling (Smith, 1.971) also stresses 

meaning as the critical fact@r in reading. H0wever, this positi0n 

differs fr0m the previ0us ones in that it \views rea.c!ling as a process 

0f moving from meaning t0 w0rds, rather than £-ram wards ta meaning. 

Any given w0rd string has multiple meanings. The interpret~ticm 0£ 

a w0rd string derived by the reader is a result 0£ the meaning.which 

that reader anticipates, rather than the meaning which the initiatar 

0£ the message intenGled.. This anticipatGry pr0cess requires that the 

reader have an implicit, wGrking kn0wledge of syntactic rules which 

allows him t0 c0nstruct-meaning inrespense tc;,written statements. 

Within this context, reading is a process ef anticipating meaning as 

it is transmittecil thr0ugh syntax ... The extent tC!> which the meaning 

anticipated by the reader carrespC!>nds to that intended by the wr.it·er 
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depends upon both the reader's ablility t0 effectively utilize syntax 

and his ability te draw upen experiences which are sufficiently similar 

t0 those of the· writer.· Thus, accGrcUng ta this c!lefinitian, n0t enly 

w0rcd analysis and werd meaning skills, but alse socio-cultural fact0rs 

and inf0rmatian precessing, st0rage,. and retrieval skills are signifi-

cant variables in the reading act. 

Traciiti0nal aefinitiens af reading {definiti0ns ene, twa, ancd 

three) assume that c0mprehensi0n is the end product of worcd analysis. 

Reading disabilities are attributed te (1) inadequate w0rd analysis 

skills and/er (2) inacdequate kn0wledge 0f wared meanings. Because these 

definitiens 0£ reading nwve from W0rds u meaning, they are incempatible 

with a mocdel ef reading as a pracess in which meaning is censtructed 

and applied te written symb0ls (definitien four). Similarly, the 

traditienal m0del 0f a disabled reader is rejected in £aver ef a 

medel in which a disabled reader is defined as ene wh0 fails-te·apply 

meaning t«l> written symb0ls as they are precessed. Within the cantext 

af this fourth c!lefinitien ©-f reaciing, adequate reading c0mprehensi0n 

requires n0t Qnly werd analysis skills and adequate knewledge of worcd 

meanings, but alse efficient inf0rmaticim-prmcessing skills and a c01111110n 

fund ef infarmatian t0 draw up<m in censtruction ef meaning. Assessment 

of reacding cemprehension bec0mes a pr0cess 0£ measuring the cengruence 

l>etween the meaning intended by the writer and the meaning censtructed 

by the,;reader. 

3. Learning Disabilities 

A thircd recent devel0pment: is the emergence 0f "learning ciisabili-

ties" as an educational classification and agr0wi:ng awareness that 



the learning disablecd child may exhibit atypical devel0pment in a 

number mf areas, including bmth aral language acqu-isiti0n and mastery 

9 

ef reading skills. Research in- learning cdisabilities has been c0ncerned 

with icdentificatfan 0£ underlying perceptual proce.sses which are 

helieved t0 be prerequisite t0 all learning.· Unf0rtunately, hmwever, 

this research suffers fr0m the limitatict>ns impt!>sed by the ass0ciative, 

stimulus-resp0nse model Q.f learning up0n.which m0st 0f it is 1,ased. 

The mast, seriaus ef these, limitatiens is its c0ncern f0r the preduct 

mf learning tm the relative neglect cf·the learning pr0cess. Because 

0£. this limitati0n, research ill learning disabilities has ll>een addressed 

to prClblems af training learning disablecd subjects te perf0rm specific 

tasks and ta identificati0n 0£ effective reinfo.rcers ta facilitate 

this learning. Little attentian ha·s li>een gi-ven t0 questbns 0.f 

differences in learning styles 0r to identificati0n 0£ mediating 

precesses· which intervene between a stimulus and a response. 

C0nsequently, te date n0 adequatemmdel 0f·learning·as an infermatimn 

prmcessing funt!:!tiC!ln has develeped eut ef this research.· 

In keeping with the generally accepted definitien, a learning 

disa'li>ility is censide.-red tc, he the presence ef a specific learning 

diserder in a child with "m11rmal er pmtentially nermal '' intelligence. 

H0wever, this study is cencerned with the- cmncept ef learning dis

abilities anly as it applies t0 dysfunctions in the p,r@cessing af 

speken aµd written language. 

The P-rel>lem 

The pr0elem 0£ this study is <!>ne' ef. the effect. 0£ info,rmation 

prmcessing skills 0n verhal learning. Accordingly, this study is 
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addressed t0 the questi0n of whether imagery and syntactic encoding, 

as 0ral language processing skills, are significant variables in 0ral 

language comprehensien and paireti-associate recall. This study is 

further designed to explore the questicm ef whether an interactian 

exists between 0ral language processing, as defined in terms of these 

twe variables, and reading cemprehensicm, 

The PurpG>se of the Study 

In accordance with the thesis that bath delayed language acqui-

sitfon and reading disabilities are frequently expressions af a more 

generalized delay and/0r dysfunctian in formation precessing, the 

purpese 0f this study is t<D measure the effects Gf informati<i>n pre-

icessing skills on verbal learning. Thus, this study measures the 

effects of (l) the image-ev0king quality af em'bedded noun pairs and 

(2) the syntactic complexity of erally presented sentences 0n oral 

language c0mprehensi0n and paired-assaciate recall. In addition, 

this study is designed to measure the interacti0n af these twe aral 

language precessing variables with reaciling cemprehensicm. If reading 

is defined as an act which requires inf@rmatian precessing skills, 

and if 0ral language acquisiticm and reading cemprehensien can be 

as:summed to be expressisns 0f a more generalizecd inf0rmati0n precessing 

functi(;m, then a <ilemens.tra'ble relationship 'l!letween 0ral language 

acquisiti®n and reading c0mpre~nsion can be expected to 0ccur. 

Research Bata 

The g0al 0f this study was te measure the e.f feet e.f imagery and 

syntactic enc0ding an the eral language c0mprehensi0n and pairecd-
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asseciate learning @f (1) adequate readers and (2) cd,isabled readers. 

A 2 x 2 x 2 split-plat research design (Kirk, 1968) was used. Analysis 

(i)f variance was selected as the instrument f(i)r statistical analysis. 

A p (.(i)S level of significance was· set, 

Research Questians 

This study was designed to answer the f(i)llowingresearch questiens: 

L Is the imagery value of noun pairs eml>edded in sentences a signifi-

cant variable in criral language cemprehensionand/©r paired-associate 

learning? 

2o Is the syntactic complexity af sentences a significant variahle in 

oral language c0mprehensi©n.and/or paired-ass0ciate learning? 

3. Elci imagery ancl syntactic cemplexity exert a significant interactive 

effect on oral language .c0mprehension·and/0r ni~ired-asseciate learning? 
1J 

4. Are the effects ef the imagery value ef n0un pairs cm 0ral language 

c0mprehensi1Clln and/er paired-assaciate learning significantly different 

f@r adequate readers as cempared ta readingdisabled and learning-

disabled subjects? 

5. Are the effects of syntactic c0mplexity an eral language cempre-

hension and/«!)l" paired-assClciate learning significantly different for 

adequate readers as C(i)mparedte reading disabled-learning disabled 

su'bjects'l' 

60 Are the interactive effects of imagery value and syntactic 

cemplexity 10n eral language comprehensienanci/or paired-ass@ciate 

learning significantly different f©r adequate readers as cempared t© 

reading ciisahled-learning disabled suli>jects? 
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©peratienal:Befinitiens 

1. Image,ry--the c-0ns-tructian 0f mental images in response t0 sens0ry 

stimuli. 

2. L0w Imagery Sentences--Sentences rated as l0w in their capacity tci> 

ev«l>ke mental images 'because af the inclusion Gf noun pairs rated as 

low. in imagery- {Paivi0,. Yuille, and Madigan,. H>-6~). 

3. High Itnagery Sentences--Sentences rated as high in their capacity 

t0 ev0ke mental images because of the inclusian of neun pairs rat·ecd as 

high in imagery {Paivio:, Yuille, and Madigan, 1968). 

4. Syntactic Encecding--The applicatian af r.ules 0f syntax ta w0rd 

strings, including sentences,: in. 0rcder ta derive meaning. 

5. LG>w Syntactic C0mplexity--A characteri$,tic 0£ a w0rd string which 

includes ,a minimum numbe·r 0£. transf0rmati0ns. FG>r purpGses 0f this 
\t 

study, akernel sentence. 

6. High Syntactic C(i)Jllplexity--A characteris,tic ef. a were.I' string which 

inclucies several transfetmations •. For purp0ses 0f this study, an 

embedded sent·ence •. 

7. Kemel Sentence--A- basic sentence; a· simple, active, declarative 

sentence upci>n which transf0rmatiCi>ns can 'he executed. 

8. Derived Sentence--A sentence which results fr0m the applicatian 0f 

transfermational rules. 

9. Embeaded Sentence--A deriveC!l sentence·. A sentence in which a 

previ0usly independent clausehas'been included as a dependent clause. 

F0r example, in the sentence, "The h0y whe was walking dawn the street 

saw the accident.'' The. clause "whe was walking dawn the street" is 

embecidecd, that is, inclucded in the simitle sentence, "The b0y saw the 

accident." 



l©. Transf0rmatiot1,--The precess 0£ converting a syntactic c<mstruc-

ti0n int© a semantically equivalent constructien accerding.ta the 

rules shown to generate the syntax of the language; a canstruction 

derived by such transfarmatb:n. 

Limitati0ns 0£ This Study 

This study is designed. t0 measure the effect (!)f. imagery value 

and syntactic cemplexity on the eral language c0mprehension and 
. \. 

paired-associate learning af students who are (1) ad~q1ate readers 
\i·.1\. 

antd (2) reading disabled-learning disabled readers. Because subjects 

were selected in accordance with specific criteria, the results 0£ 

this study can be generalized to all subjects whe meet these criteria. 



CHAPTER II 

A REVIEW OF·RELATEB LITERATURE 

Intreduction 

0ne purp(l)se tl>f Chapter II is t0 prGJvicde the hist0rical perspective 

and rationale for this study. With this purp0se in mind, the chapter 

will 0pen with a brief summary of.the developmentef, linguistics in the 

United States during the past seventy-five years •. A second purpose is 

that,ef presenting a view of language· and.language acquisition as 

proposed by the most current thought in linguistics. 0f special 

interest are the theeri'es of Noam Chomsky and his assCi>ci'ateSr· Third, 

this chapter will present a review.ef research which relates to or 

represents extensions an_d applications ef these. linguistic theeries. 

Included are studies which reflect attempts te apply medern linguistic 

theory te learning within an educatio.nal framewerk. 

With these g0als in mind, the remainder of Chapter II is div.ided 

inte the fellewing sectiens: (1). linguistics, the science 0f language; 

(2) a centemporary theery of language acquisiticm; and (3) extensians· 

and applicati©ns of mGdern lingui.stic theory. 

Linguistics:. The Science 0f Languages 

Linguistics, the 11science11 of languages originated in ancient 

Greece. Centuries- later, during the Renaissance, it reappeared in 

14 



Eur0pe as an effert te preserve and interpret ancient Greek writings. 

Because ef this 0riginal geal,. Eur0pean linguistics tended tci> stress· 

written language and to igne.re· differences 'between sp0ken and writte,n 

c0mmunicat10n. It was n0t until-the lat.e nineteenth centur.y that the 

smunds of language and their relatimnships attracted .. the interest ef 

linguists. 0ut 0£ this interest·, ph0n0l0gy emerged as a discipline

cencemed with analysis and descrip-tion ef spee·ch seunds. 
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Until the twentieth ... century the study af l·anguages in the United 

States followed the same course of develepment as its European ceunter

part. However, between 190& anC!l 1.9,25 American linguists began t0 turn 

their. attentian fram hist0rical~-c0mparat.ive studies tG> descripticim ef 

centemporary American Indian, Languages. Franz Beas' Handbeak 0£· American 

Indian Languages (1911) is characteristic ef the writings and orienta.,... 

tien of this periGd. Ef fo,rts te. recGrd and analyze these languages 

gave American linguistics a prac:tical flavar which .. was C!}Uite £0reign 

to Eurepean tho-ught. They also caused American· linguistics to £0cus-

upon structural differences between. languages and tm ignore similarities. 

This, t0gether with a 1110vement within the linguistic Ct,I11InUnity ta make, 

descriptive linguistics "scientific," resulted in the emergence (l)f· 

"structural" linguistics. Under the influence af· Leanard Blo0mfield 

(1922) American linguistics adopted the hehavf(l)rist medel af learning 

espeused by JGhn B. Watsan (l~Jl9, 1925). as its frameword for linguistic 

analysis. 

With the adaptbn Ci>-f·. this model which relied whally an directly 

ebservable, measurable data-, came th.e. shift fram werd•centered analysis 

to the structure-centered. analysis which was the essence af structural 

linguis~ic·s. Within s-tructure-centered analysis, linguistic items 



(sounds, words, word patterns) acquired meaning only as they were 

contrasted, and thereby used to identify and distinguish meaningful 

linguistic units. Thus, structural linguistics was concerned with 

differences withinw0rds and w0rd patterns which signaled differences 

in meaning. 

Structuralism remained the accepted approach ta linguistic 

analysis f0r nearly fifty years. However, the development of the 

computer and efforts ta, identify, descril>e, and program languages s0 

that a c0mputer could perf0rm translating operations stimulated the 

develepment of a variety of new approaches t0 linguistic analysis, 

Mast notable were applications of mathematical.,-legical set theory 

initiated by Ze:~ig Harris (19'52). Because it rests. upon the assump-
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tion that all sentences are either "kernel" sentences or "transformatiens" 

of kernel sentences Harris' system of linguistic analysis came tG> be 

known as "transform" 0r "transf0rmational" grammar (Fries, 1962). 

A linguistic transfermation is a process 0£ converting 0ne 

syntactic construction into a semantically equivalent, but syntac

tkally different construction. It is this process ef identifying 

permitted grammatical transformations which forms the meth0dological 

basis 0f N0am Chomsky's (1965) "transfennatfonal-generative" er 

"generative" grammaro From the standpoint 0f linguistic analysis, then, 

transformational-generative grammar is an extension of traditional 

clescriptive linguistics and transform grammar. However, it differs 

from b0th structural grammar and from Harris' transform grannnar in 

that it has as its psyic:hol©gical base a rationalistic,.cognitive, 

rather than a behavioristic model of learning. It is the implications 

of this rational psychology for linguistic theory that makes Ch0msky's 
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transf0rmatic:1mal-generative grammar revelutianary. Structuralism and 

transfarm grammar are built upon a behaviaristic model of learning 

which view man as an organism which reacts tC!> stimuli fram. its environ

ment. In centrast; rational.psychCi>lagy is based upon the mined-body 

dualism ef the seventeenth century which views man as an arganism 

which interacts with- its envircmment,. ene which is, therefare, capable 

a,f beth cegnition anc!l creativity·~· 

A Contemporary Theery 0f. Language Acquisition 

Neam Chemsky is the acknowledged leader of centemporary linguists. 

More than any ether current authority in his field he has attempted to 

answer questions of the relatienship between language and thought and 

himw- language is acquired. In sa d0ing he has ignared accepted theeries 

and methedolegies ef education, ps.ych0l0gy, and linguistic·s, and has 

propased instead radically dif f·erent systems af. analysis and inquiry. 

Transf«:i>rmational-generative grammar represents a fusion O·f 

transform g-rammar and rational psycholegy. In developing this system 

Gf linguistic analysis, Chemsky rejected the behavfarism 0f structural 

linguistics, together with the assaciat·ive learning and imitation that 

hehaviorism implies, in fav,0r ef a ratienalistic model which stresses 

the innateness c;f·language and the creativity which allaws speakers ef 

a language to pn><iluce and understand sentences they have neither heard 

nor used before. While he did nat·deny that imitation and associatian 

are used hy the ycmng child as he learns to preduce the specific 

language which happens te be his native tangue, Chamsky maintained 

that the human child is genetically endowed with certain highly special

ized abilities and dispasitiens which, collectively we call·"mind." 
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This position implies a universally human metheid (i)f organizing 

and processing informatian which includes the cQncept of a sentence and 

which is a forerunner to language acquisition. The assumption that the 

concep.t 0£ a sentence is part of man's innate mental capacity is 

supported by the observation that"··· virtually everything that eccurs 

in language depends cm prior knowledge of the basic aspects ef sentence 

structure'' (McNei11, 197©, p. 2). It is an assumption that is felt ta 

be essential in explaining facts ef language acquisition as they have 

been observed to eccur. Chomsky summarizes his.position in this manner: 

In shert, language acquisition is a matter of growth and 
maturation of relatively fixed capacities, under appropri
ate external conditions. The f0rm 0f the language that is 
acquired is largely determined by internal factors; it is 
because ef the fundamental corresponclence 0f all languages 
••• that a child can learn any language. The functioning 
of the language capacity is, furthermore., 0ptimal at a 
certain 'critical period' of intellectual clevelepment. 
(Ch0msky, 1966, pp, 64-65). 

This position regarcling the universality ef language is in · 

direct centrast to the emphasis on cliversity which is characteristic 

0f structural linguistics. A n0table example ef this later orientation 

is found in the Whorfian principle (Whorf, 1956) which states that 

differences in language pr0duce differences in theught, that is, an 

individual organizes his world and reacts to it in particular ways 

because of the linguistic system which he learns·. 

Chomsky's view ef language as a direct, expression ef thought als0 

differs somewhat fr0m the views o.f twe cilevelepmental psychelogists, 

Piaget and Vygotsky, Fer Piaget, language is a precess af symboliza-

tion which is critical tm the develepment of. cenceptual thinking. 

Thought develepsprior ta language, butremains autistic, or non-

c©mmunicable; until the child acquires th.e language needed .for verbali-
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zation. The acquisiti0n of language, in turn, permits further refine

ment, 0f thought processes. Thus, the manner in which language is used 

reflects the quality 0f an individual's thought processes, that is, his 

system 0£ logic. 

According- to Piaget, all intelligent, c01l1Illun.icai>le · thaugh t is 

secial. However, thought does not immecliately become communicahle with 

language acquisitfon. Rather, there are intermediate varieties 0f 

thought and language which Piaget labels uegocentric. 11 These egocentric 

forms of thought arise out 0£ the young chilal's inability to place 

himself in the position af another. Egocentric language accompanies 

the child's actions, but is nat intencled as cammunication with ethers. 

As the child appno,aches school age, he gradually cenquers egocentrism, 

his language becames mare social, and egecentric language and thought 

disappear. 

Vygetsky (1962) presents a view af language which is characteris

tic Ci>f contempmrary Russian psychelegy. Like beth Chmmsky and Piaget, 

he stresses the interrelatbnship af. thought and language. However, 

his me::idel differs from b0th in certain critical ways. Vygotsky sees 

thaught and speech as develeping along different l)aths. Speech 

appears early in the child's life and serves te express feelings, not 

t0 c®mmunicate ideas. Similarly, theught appears bef0re language. The 

presence of pre-linguistic theught is ccmfirmed by the use af t0ols, 

a skill which requires thought, but not language. It is the fusi0n af 

theught and speech which permits the emergence 0£ language as a mode af 

communicating theught; theught becomes verbal and speech ratienal. 

This fusion nermally eccurs at abaut two years of age. It is signaled 

by the child's realization that things have names and his subsecquent 
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curic!>sity abeut what things are called (Stern, 1907). H0wever, this 

develapment of language or verbal theught cd0es net eliminate the 

ccmtinuecd use of beth nen-verhal theught- and speech as separate 

entities. F(i)r Vygetsky,- early language is s0cial, that is,-it repre

sents attempts te CC!)tnm.unicate theught te- ethers. Egecentric language 

devel©ps as a tensiCDn release as the child verl>alizes pr0hlem-solving 

activities. Eg0centric language develeps as the child- transfers secial, 

Ctl)mmunicative language U inner-persenal psychic functien. Egecentric 

language which is splintered off in this way makes possible inner 

language which serves beth autistic and legical th0ught. 

Fr0m these brief descriptions it can be seen that, alth0ugh 

Chtl)msky, Piaget, and Vyg0tsky differ with respect te certain aspects 

af language develepment, they all share a belief in (1) the secial, 

communicative fun:etian af language,. (2) the clese interrelationship 

ef thought and language, and (3) the presence ef- a genetic predisposi

tien which permits language acquisitien. In Stl) deing,, all three 

reject behavierism as a model of learning which can adequately acceunt 

for the cemplexity of language acquisitien ancd functien as they have 

ebserved it to eccur. 

Fer Chomsky, then, language is a uniquely human capacity to· 

communicate th0ught threugh the use ef symbGls. Defined in this manner 

language differs frem speech in that speech is apracess of emitting 

seunds while language is a prc.>cess ef communicating ideas. This 

cUf ference becames clear when 0ne considers the variaus ferms language 

may take. Ideas may be cemmunicated thr0ugh written, as well as speken 

symbels, er threugh the use. ef gestures such as the "sign language" of 

the deaf. Within this can text, the spcmtaneeus emissiGn ef sGund.s 



which frequently acc<i>mpanies the feeling states 0f infants WGuld not 

be canstrued as language in that it d<l>es not represent an attempt to 

c0mmunicate th<l>ught. Similarly, the pr0ducti0n Gf speech saunds <i>r 

even word strings by animals would fail to qualify as language; it 

lacks the sp@ntane0us, creative quality which characterizes the 

expression ef thaught, 

Speech bec0mes language when it is used to c0mmunicate thought. 

It is the view Gf a number 0f linguists (Stern and Stern, 19©7; 

deLaguna, 1927; McCarthy, 1954), same of whom predate Chomsky, that 

the single w0nl utterances which yeung children typically begin using 

between six and twelve months of age are equivalent to the full 

sentences 0f adults. This p0sitfon implies the belief that the chila 

is capable 0£ thinking sentences before he has acquired the linguistic 

skills needed for verbal expression. 

Closely related to this is the assumption that the child's 

language is not an imp0verished, distorted version of adult language. 

Rather, it represents a consistent ef fC!>rt 0n the part of the child to 

discl(i)ver the way in which the cancept ef a sentence is expressed in 
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that particular language which happens t«:» be his native temgue. This 

assumptiQn is particularly significant in research on language acquisi

tion because it negates the use af devices such as counts Qf grammatical 

classes and tabulation of grammatical errors as means 0f. language 

assessment and f~ieuses instead on the quality and structure of. the 

language the child produces. 

Still another and related assumption of current linguistic the@ry · 

is that, fer any given language, there is a natural order, a sequence 

in which grammatical structures emerge. This sequence depends en the 
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scope 0£ the rules being learned and proce.ecis from general t0 particular. 

The mere comprehensive rules require the least time and experience, and 

therefore, appear first.· After the preliminary analytic phase in which 

these rules are learned there cemes a censtructive phase during.which· 

specific details are mastered.· The first af these phases produces "deep 

structures," while the secend results. in "surface structures." 

The cencept ef deep and surface structures· reflects the Cartesian 

dua11·sm <i'Jf seventeenth century ratianal · psych0l0gy, Whether 0r not one 

chaoses to adopt this dualism as a phil0sophical position, it represents 

a revaluti<!mary appr0ach t0 linguistic analysis. Deep structure is the 

meaning 0f an utterance, that is, the 1=heught which is being c0mmunicated. 

It is, theref0re,. a mental structure. Surface structure is the gramma-

tical farm used t0 ccmvey this meaning. Chemsky discusses the inter-

relatienship ©f deep and surface structures· as follows: . 

••• deep structures 0f the s0rtpostulated in trans
form.atic,mal-generative grammar are real mental 
structures. These deep structures,alang with the 
transiermati0nal rules that relate them to surface 
structures and the rules· relating deep and surface 
structures te representatiG>ns af sound and meaning, 
are the :rules that have been mastered by the person 
wha has learned a language~ They constitute his 
kn0wledge of the language, they are put to use when 
he speaks and understands (Chomsky, 1972, p. 107). 

Because surface structure is concerned with the f<i>rm in which meaning 

is expressed it is within the d0main 0£ syntax. Deep structure, 

en the other hand, is:mest closely associated with semantics. Inasmuch 

as semantics is alse influenced te. seme extent by syntax, hewever, it 

cannmt be said to be a pure representation of. deep structure. 

Chemsky cqu~rre'l.1:s with traditiQnal linguistics in its preeccupa-

tiQn with phenelagy and syntax ta the relative neg.lect of semantics. 

He feel~'that meaning in linguistic utterances should be submitted te· 
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the same precise, farm.al analysis that is used ta study syntax. Threugh 

transfmrmational-generative grammar he attempts to analyze linguistic 

utterances in such a way as te allew consideraticm ef deep as well as 

surface structures. This analysis is built ar0und the fC!>llowing assump-

ti«i>ns cancerning the universal character of language: 

1. The number of grammatical sentences in a language is 
infinite. 

2. The number of werds in the VQcabulary of a language 
is finite. 

3. The number 0f distinct operations involved in the 
generation af sentences is finite. 

4. It is possible t0 utilize some ef the rules more 
than once in the generatian 0f the same sentence. 
(Lyons, 197©, pp. 59-70. 

Transformatienal grammar, as an extensien of phrase structure 

grammar, is concerned with describing the rules used ta interpret and 

produce linguistic utterances. For example, according to phrase struc-

ture analysis the sentence, "The man hit the ball," c0nsists of a neun 

phrase, "The man," which is the subject and a very phrase, "hit the 

ball," which is the predicate. The neun phrase, in turn, includes a 

nmun marker, "the': and a n0un, "man. 11 The verb phrase can be breken 

down int<:l a verb, "hit" and a naun phrase, "the ball," which alse 

includes a ncrnn marker and a noun. 

Phrase structure analysis can be represented by means of bracketing 

or thirough the use 0£ a tree aiagram. Using brackets, the sentence 

WC!>uld appear as follows: 

( ( (The) (man)) ((hit) ( (the) (ball)))) • 



A tree diagram representing the same sentence appears bel0w. 

N©un Ph~ 

N0un Marker-The N0un-man 

Verb ~-hit the ball 

Verb4it ~oun P~-the hall 

Noun Mar{'er-th~oun-ball 

This sentence censists 0f nine censtituents. They are: 

1. Sentence--The man hit the ball. 

2. Noun Phrase--The man 

3. Verb Phra.se--hit the ball 

4. Neun Marker--The 

5. Noun--man 

6. Verb--hit 

7. Neun Phrase--the ball 

8. Neun Marker--the 

9. Noun--ball 

The phrase structure rules utilized in this analysis are: 

1. Sentence--NP + VP 

2. NP--N + NM 

3. VP--V + NP 

4, NP--N + NM 

Transformational grammar differs from phrase structure grammar 

in tw0 ways. First, it praviaes fewer, hut more complex rules. These 

more complex rules allow for the cheice of both singular and plural 

neun phrases, and for the selecti©n of numerous verb tenses and moods. 

Second, transformational grammar allows us tom@re adequately acc0unt 
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for the complexity 0f semantic relati0nships that is 0ften found in the 

utterances @f native speakers of a language. Far example, the tw0 
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sentences, "The man hit the ball," and "The ball was hit by the man," 

have different surface structures and would, therefore, appear differ-

ently an tree diagrams. However, native speakers of English sense that 

the meaning, or deep structure ef these two sentences is similar. Phrase 

structure grammar provides no way to indicate this similarity in deep 

structure. m,wever, it can be accounted for with transfarmational 

grammar. 

Sentences are generated from underlying strings of words by the 

applicati0n 0£ transfmrmational rules. These rules alse allew us ta 

develop surface structures which adequately represent deep structures. 

Consider, for example, the sentence, "The man will hit the ball." 

Through the application ef the "~uestion" or "Interrogative" transf0rma-

tfon is generated the sentence, "Will the man hit the ball?" In this 

transformation the ward, "will" is ma>ved to the front of the sentence. 

The shift in deep structure is represented by tree diagrams as follews: 

man will hit the ball. 

Noun Ph~e man 

Noun Mfrker - T~oun - man 

Ve~l hit the ball 

Verb - hit N~ase - the ball 

Noun Mar{er - the&oun - ball 

ence--Will the man hit the ball? 

~ 
Ve~theball 

Verb - :::n Ma::~:: ball Noun P~he man 

Noun Jarker - ~un - man - ball 

Additional transformations which can l>e used to generate new 

sentences include: 

l. Negative--the intr0duction of 11not 11 inta the sentence 



2. Contraction--the changing of "not" to "n't" as in "does net" 
to "doesn't" 

3. Passive--the switching of subject and object phrases within 
the sentence 
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More than ene transformation can be applied to a single sentence. 

For example, the application of both the interrogative and the passive 

transformations to the s~ntence, "The man hit the ball," would generate 

the sentence, "Was the ball hit by the man?" However, some transforma-

tions must be applied in a particular order. As an example, the 

negative transformation must precede the contraction transformation. 

In generating new sentences, transformational rules are applied 

to simple, active, declarative sentences which Chomsky calls "kernel" 

sentences. Both kernel sentences and those which result from the 

application ef transformational rules are·derived from common under-

lying word strings. 

Extensians and Applications of 

Contemporary Linguistic Theory 

This section presents a review of that literature which reflects 

the influence of contemporary linguistic theory on three broad cate-

gories of verbal learning: (1) the process of language acquisition, 

(2) the effect of various learner and/or task variables on verbal 

learning, and (3) the relationship between oral language and reading. 

1. The Process of Language Acquisition 

Early research generated by the work of Chomsky and his associates 

focused upon description of language acquisition and identification of 

ages at which specific transformations are understood and used by 
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children. The method of investigation most connnonly used was that of 

observation and description, a method which closely resembled the 

clinical method of Piaget and the "field study" techniques used to 

record and analyze American Indian languages. 

InvestigatiG>ns of. initial language acquisition indicate that 

most children begin communicating with single words sometime between 

six and twelve months 0£ age (Le0pold, 1949). These words represent 

objects and actions which are familar to the child, However, linguists 

are of the opinion that these single word utterances are n0t mere labels, 

but serve to express complex ideas (Leopold, 1949b; Greenfield, 1967; 

McCarthy, 1954), For example, the utterance, "ball" does not simply 

refer to a spherical object, but also serves t0 indicate that the child 

wants the ball, or wants an©ther person to focus his attention on the 

ball, 

These single word sentences are labeled "holophrases" (McNeil!, 

1970). Their use by the very young child is seen as an indication that 

the child is capable of c0nceiving a complete thought unit, even though 

he :ts not capable @f expressing such a unit, Holophrases tend to be 

closely linked with the child's actions. Although holophrasic language 

refe1u:i t0 things, it frequently has an emotional quality. In other 

words, the child may indicate feelings of approval or disapproval by 

the tone of his utterance. Thus: 

0 •• a child's w0rdo,.signifies loosely and vaguely the 
object together with its interesting properties and 
the acts with which it is closely associated in the 
life of the child. The emphasis may be now on one, 
now on another of these aspects according to the 
exigencies of the occasion on which it is used. In 
order to understand what the baby is saying you must 
see what the baby is doing (deLaguna, 1927). 



During the six to twelve menths in which the child's language 

consists of holophrases there is a continuous emergence of new 

grammatical relationships. Initially holophrases are used in an 

expressive, conative, er referential manner. At a second stage they 

are used to assert preperties. For example, the expressian, "hat" 

may be used when refering ta any number of objects which possess 

that property. At a thircd stage holaphrases express the locatien ef 

objects, as well as their properties. In a final stage, the child 

begins to use holaphrases as the ebjects of prepesitians and verbs 
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as in "deer" meaning "cl0se the dmor, 11 and as the subjects 0f sentences 

(Greenfield, 1967). WGrds used as hol0phrases are m0st frequently 

n<!)uns. Some are adjectives, ncme are verbs. This is seen as reflecting 

the fact that only nouns can appear in every grammatical class without 

endangering communication. 

When words are first combined 'by the child at abaut eighteen . 

months of age, a number of grammatical relatianships are already in 

existence. Cansequently, the. appearance 0f patterned speech repre

sents a new way of expressing grammatical relationships and not the 

emergence of the relationships themselves. However, with patterned 

speech comes the emergence of two classes of words. Braine (1963a) 

refers to these as "pivat" and "epen" classes. Samples of pivot 

and ope.n class w0rds are presented in Table I. 

The pivot class contains a small number of frequently used wards. 

These wards appear in combinatien with open class words and are rarely, 

if ever, used alone or in combination with each other. The open 

class includes many more, but less frequently used words. Words fram 

this class may appear alane. in combination with pivot class words, ar 



TABLE I 

PIV©T AND OPEN CLASSES 
(McNeil!, 1966a) 

Braine Brown & 
Bellugi 

p 0 p 0 

allgone 'boy My Adam 
byebye sock that Becky 
'big boat two beot 
m0:ire fan a coat 
pretty milk the ceffee 
my plane big knee 
see shee green man 
night- vitamins poer Monnny 
night hot wet nut 

hi Mommy dirty sock 
Daddy fresh steol 

pretty Tinker-
toy 
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Miller & 
Ervin 

p 0 

This arm 
that baby 

dolly's 
pretty 
yellow 
come 
doed 

The other 
a baby 

dolly's 
pretty 
yellow 

here arm 
there baby 

dolly's 
pretty 
yellow 



in combination with each ether. Thus, the pessible combinations of 

pivot and apen class words are: 

1. Pivot + Open 

2. Open + Pivot 

3. Open+ Open 

4. Open 

In learning a language the child uses word order ta express 

grammatical relationships. The pivet class includes words for which 

the child has learned locations in speech patterns. The open class, 

on the @ther hand, contains words for which no pasition has been 

learned. Open class words are used whenever pivot class words are 

not. Because the child initially knows the positian of only a very 

few words, the same pivot word appears in many sentences, Because 

positions are learned more slowly than vocabulary, the pivot class 

grows slowly. The location of pivot words describes an association 

between grammatical relatfons and fi.x"!d pasitions in the surface 

structure of sentences. As such, it represents a grammatical 

transformation. 
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Two word sentences grow into three word sentences only when the 

child learns the relative position of the wards. Increases in sentence 

length, therefare, involve an increase in the structural camplexity 

as well, Ultimately the learning of word positions leads ta the kind 

of sentence structure which is represented by phrase structure grammar. 

By abaut twenty-eight months of age the child is able to produce 

sentences comprised of three, four, or even five. words. However, 

auxiliary and copular verbs, articles, and inflections of all kinds 

are typically missing. Because of these omissions, the language of 



children at this stage has been c0mpared to that used by adults in 

telegrams. This se-called "telegraphic" speech (Brown & Fraser, 1963) 

is seen as serving the same purpose for the child as it serves far the 

adult, namely that af conservation.- Whereas telegraphic speech is 
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seen as representing a cC!>nserva.tion of space for the adult, it has been 

th0ught to represent a savings in terms of me111Gry load far the child. 

Hewever, McNeill (197(!)) pCDints 0ut that this analogy is limited in its 

accuracy in that children have been f0und to drop inflected endings 

even when these convey critical information. This positi0n ignores the 

fact that what may be meaningful t0 the adult may net be meaningful t0 

the child. In any event, telegraphic speech is seen as an 0utcome 0f 

the process af language acquisition rather than a part of the process 

as such. 

Brown and Bellugi (1964) conducted a longitudinal study of the 

language acquisitien af two children. The method used was that ef 

recording and describing the verbal interchanges between each child 

and his mother. Researchers ~eted that the m0thers' speech differed 

fr(!)m that used between tw0 adults in that sentences were shart, simple, 

and perfectly grannnatical. It was also noted that the mether-child 

dialogue involved three distinct processes. 

Brawn and Bellugi labeled the first 0--f these pr0cesses "Imitatien 

and Reduction." It invelved the imitation ef the mether's speech by 

the child. This imitatian retained the word erder used by the mether, 

but it frequently also involved the omission 0f elements such as 

inflections, auxiliary verbs, articles, prepasitions, and c0njuncti0ns. 

For example, if the mather said, "He is going eut, 11 the child might 

respond, 11He ge 0ut." At any given age the chilcd seemed t0 be limited 
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in the length of sentence he was able to imitate. For this reason his 

utterances did not increase in length as the mother's model sentences 

increased. The child simply adapted 'by omitting m0re words 0r elements 

frem the lenger sentences. Brown and Bellugi hypothesized that this 

"telegraphic" speech may have resulted from the differential stress 

patterns on the part of themother, rather than simply frem the child's 

inability to remember the entire passage. 

A sec<l>nd r,n;ocess 0bserved by Br0wn and Bellugi was "Imitation 

with Expansi0n." In this pra>cess the mother repeated and elaberated 

on utterances produced by the child. She added the inflectiens, 

cenjunctions, aux~liary verbs, and 0ther grammatical comp0nents which 

were necessary t0 make the utterance grammatically complete according 

to adult criteria. When the child said, "There g0 one," the mother 

replied, "Yes, there goes ane." 

The third precess was "Induction of Latent Structure." In this 

pr0cess the mother imitated the child's utterances, but expanded en 

them in a way which cerrected grammatical errors resulting from over

generalization. Fer example, if the child said, ''I digged a hale," 

the m0ther respended by substituting "dug" for "digged. 11 This third 

process involved both semantic and syntactic cemponents in that it 

retained the meaning of the utterance, but restructured it so as to 

make it grammatically correct. 

In an investigation ef the language acquisition pr0cess in older 

children, Carol Chemsky (1969) studied the language of children between 

ages five and ten. She found that these children gradually acquired 

the ability ta c0mprehencl certain transformatiens which are found in 

adult speech, but absent frem the language ef children uncder five. 



Although the age at which the children in this study acquired the 

ability to understand these structures varied somewhat, the order in 

which they were acquired did not vary. 

Four grammatical structures which require transformations were 

studied. The first of these was labeled, "Easy to see." Correct 

interpretation of thi's kind of structure required that the child 

identify the subject of the verb "see" in sentences such as, "John 

is easy to see." In order to do this the child must have understood 

that someone other than John was seeing. 

A second structure studied was labeled, "Promise." In order to 

successfully comprehend sentences which contained this transformation, 

the child was required to identify the subject of the verb, "go" in 

sentences such as, "John promised Bill to g0," which also included 

the verh "promise." The child must have understood that it was John, 

not Bill, who made the promise. 

Ask/Tell was the thirci structure studied. It required that the 

child identify the subject of "d0" in sentences such as, "John asked 

Bill what to do." The child must have been able to identify John as 

the subject of 11 d<il 11 in contrast to the sentence, "John told Bill what 

to do," in which Bill was the subject of this same verb, "do." 
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The fourth structure, Pronominalization, required that the child 

correctly identify the referent of a pronoun such as "he" in a sentence 

such as, "He knew that John was going to win the race." The child 

must have understood that this pronoun refers to someone other than John. 

In analyzing the results of her study, Chomsky found that struc

tures one, two, and three were strongly subject to individual rates of 

development. Structures one and two were acquired by all the children 
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by age ten. Structure four was acquired by all of the children at 

approximately age five years, six months. For Chomsky, the significance 

of these findings was the fact that language acquisition was a process 

which continued much lenger than had generally been acknowledged. 

These results were seen as casting doubt on the common belief that the 

child mastered the structure of his native language by the age of six. 

0ut of early research in. language acquisition, a nwnber of propo

sitions can be drawn. First, there are indi.cations that the single 

word utterances of the young child are communicative in nature. Research 

further suggests that- the process of language acquisition proceeds in 

an orderly, predictable fashion. This process involves extension of 

ene word utterances, "helophrases," to tW0 and three ward sentences 

which utilize patternecl cembinations ef pivot and open class wards. 

Language acquisition involves imitative and associative processes, but 

it is also creative in that, from the outset children produce linguistic 

utterances which they have not heard previously. Attempts ta imitate 

adult language frequently result in "telegraphic" language in which the 

child o:ulits words and/or parts of words. This compression of language 

is seen as a simplification which allows the child to process more 

complex incoming linguistic utterances" At this time, hewever, there 

is no agreement a~ to the specific mechanisms involved. While SCl)Jlle 

(Brown & Fraser, 1963) suggest that telegraphing is a conservation 

process by which the child adapts utterances to his limited memery 

span, others (Brown & Bellugi, 1963) propose that telegraphing may ae 

a response to differential stress patterns in the language of the 

speakers the child hears. Finally, research in language acquisition 

(Ch0msky, 1969) indicates that it is a process which continues until 



at least age ten. This finding is in contrast to earlier beliefs that 

the language pr10cess was camplete by age six. 

2, The Effects ef Learner and/er TaskVariables 
on Verbal Learning 

A second body 0f research seeks to identify and measure the 

effects ef various learner and task variables en verbal learning. 

Studies concerned with learner variables have measured the effects of 

the age of subjects, their sc.h@ol grade level placement, and/0r the 

quantitative and qualitative differences in the language of linguis-

tically normal and deviant children. Task stimulus variables which 

have been investigated include length and complexity of utterances, 

type and number ~f transformations, and meaningfulness. Task response 
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variables measured include comprehensien, recegniti,t.m, recall, response 

time, and grammatic.al correctnesso 

In one study wh:ich measured the interactive effects of imitation 

ancl maturation oin the language acquisitiGn ef twe and three year elds, 

Ervin (1964) theorized that young children make different associative 

responses t© stimulus words than do adults. She investigated twe> 

primary sources ®f change in the language patterns of her subjects, 

imitation and maturation. Ervin prepesed that comprehensien ef any 

given language structure precedes proc;luctiim of that structure, In 

this study Ervin p0sed tWIG) questiGns: 

1. Are imitated utterances grammatically different from 
free utterances? 

2. If they are different, are they more advanced gram
matically? 

In c0nducting this study Ervin used five children between twa 

and three years of age as subljects. The sp0ntane0us, as well as 
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imitated language of these subjects was recorded and described. As a 

result of her analysis of the language of these subjects Ervin proposed 

three changes which occur in children's language with maturation: 

1. increased sentence length 

2. increased use of grammatical markers 

3. increases in adult-like sentence structure 

On the basis of her observations Ervin concluded that " ••• clearly we 

have evidence that children are creative at the very beginning of sentence 

formation. They are imitative a great deal, but they also produce 

sentences which have both regularity and systematic difference from 

adult patterns (Ervin, 1961, pp. 361-372)." Systematic changes are 

brought about by the presence of both comprehension of adult speech 

and imitatiwno The child must build classes and rules which allow 

him to produce sentences he could not have heard. 

Any system of analysis which omits either the 
idiosyncratically structured and rule-governed 
features of children's language or the gradual 
changes within these rules is contradicted by 
evidence f~om all levels of the linguistic 
behavior of children" (Ervin, 1961) • 

In a second comparative study, Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown (1963) 

investigated imitation, comprehensien, and production as respense 

variables with ten problems inv0lving optional transformations. Twelve 

children (six male, six female) ranging in age from thirty-seven (37) 

te forty-three (43) months served as subjects.' Transformations were 

assumed to be equivalent in difficulty. Consequently, the purpose 0f 

this study was to determine the relative difficulty of the three tasks 

(imitation, comprehension, and production) as utilized with each of 

the ten transformations. All pQssible outcomes were hypothesized. 



The results of this study indicate that fer these subjects 

imitation was superior to comprehension which, in turn, was superior 
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to production. Results also indicated that the 0ptional transformations 

presented as stimuli were not equal in difficulty. Passive voice tasks 

proved t© be especially difficult, with only five correct responses. 

Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown concluded that the " ••• sense of passive 

construction cannot be guessed frem a knowledge of its constituent 

elements" (Fraser, Bellugi & Brawn, 1963, pp. 121-135). They further 

concluded that imitation was more accurately seen as a perceptual-motor 

skill which did n0t work through the meaning system. Production was 

seen as occurring when the appropriate linguistic responses began.to 

appear, Reduction o.f transformatians was accemplished by dr0pping 

function wards, a process which praduced telegraphic strings ef nouns 

and verbs, 

Paula Menyuk (1963) investigated the ability of nursery school 

and kindergarten children to repeat sentences containing syntactic 

structures f~und in the spontaneous language of four and five year 

old ch:l.ldren. Twenty-seven transformations were tested. ©n the basis 

Gf heir study Menyuk concluded that ll>0th presch0ol and kindergarten 

subjects weire still in the precess @f acquiring many of the transforma

tional pr0c.esses tested. While all of the transformations were repeated 

by a sizable number of the subjects in b0th groups, nursery school 

subjects repeated significantly fewer items than did kindergarten 

subjects. In addition, it was found that the length of the sentences 

was not a critic.al factor. Rather, differences in the aeility to repeat 

sentences was dependent.upon the particular transformational rule used 

to generate the sentence. Medification of the stimulus sentences was 

consistently found to involve simplification, that is. the use of a 
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previously mastered transformation. For example, on one occasion a 

question was repeated in the form of a declarative sentence. On another, 

a compound sentence was repeated as two sentences with the conjunction 

omitted. 

Brown and Fraser (1963) used nonsense syllables to elicit relevant 

information regarding usage of syntactic structures. They observed that 

children in the first, second, and third grades were all able to make up 

sentences using the "new" words. However, these children did not always 

use the words correctly, Performance improved with the age of the 

subject. More correct responses were given with count nouns, adjectives, 

and transitive and intransitive verbs than with mass nouns and adverbs. 

Brown and Fraser c0ncluded that the ability to construct grannnatically 

c~rrect sentences increased with age. 

Brown and Berko (1960) studied the effect of syntax on word 

association. They hypothesized that, as syntax develops in children, . 
syntactic similarity in words bec0mes an increasingly important deter-

minant of word association, Brown and Berko tested this hypothesis 

by relai,ting the child ij s tend.ency to g:l'Lve hom0geneous, same class word 

associations to his ability to make correct grammatical use of new 

words after heari.n.g them used in sentences. Forty (40) subjects 

were selected for the study, Three groups of children were chosen 

from grades one, two, and three, A fourth gr«:mp of adults was obtained 

through advertisement on a college campus. Equal numbers of males and 

females were selected. 

Each subject in this study was administered a word association 

test which consisted of thirty-six words from each of six parts of 

speech (count nounsi mass nouns, adjectives, transitive verbs, 
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intransitive verbs, and adverbs). Wards were selected because of their 

high frequency in the language of American elementary school children. 

A second word usage test which required that the subject use a nansense 

word in a sentence after having been given two examples of its use was 

also administered to each subject; Responses were scored correct if 

the subject used the word as the same part of speech implied by the 

example. Rank 0rder correlatians between the means of the free word 

aa~ociation test (homogeneous responses) and correct usage scores were 

tabulated. Correlations f0r three of the four groups tested were 

significant. Brown and Berka c0ncluded that free assaciation scores 

were related to scores fer usage. 

Sl0bin (1966) investigated skill in sentence comprehensian as 

indit:ated by responses to sentences describing pictures in terms of 

the following five criteria: 

1. Truth--whether the sentence was true or false 

2. Affirmation--affirmation versus negative 

3. Grammar--kernel, passive, negative, passive-negative 

4. Reversibility--subject-ebject reversible versus 
subject-object nonreversible 

5o Nl01cmality--Nlli)rmal (probable subject) versus an<.'>malous 
(iLrnpiriwbable subject) 

Sixteen subjec:ts (eight male, eight female) from each of five 

age gnrnps (6, 8, 10, 12, and 20) served as subjects. Comprehension 

was operationally defined in terms of resp~nse time and number of errors. 

Slobin :ireporte.d that erroneous responses required more time than 

correct ones. This was thought to be a result of the fact that a 

greater number 0f errors occurred on more complex sentences. Contrary 

to expectations, Passive (P) sentences were found to be easier than 
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Negative (N) ones. However, when non-reversihle P sentences were 

eliminated the expected sequence of difficulty (K, N, P, NP) occurred, 

This was thought to indicate that nonreversi'bility aided comprehension 

of passive sentences, Both response time and errar rate diminished with 

the age of the subject, Slabin interpreted these findings to indicate 

that, although the grammatical system was already developed by age six, 

linguistic learning c0ntinued through childhood and involved increasing 

skill in the manipulatian of mG>re subtle and camplex aspects ef the 

system. 

In lllne ef the few early studies which compared linguistically 

normal and deviant children, Menyuk (1964) found qualitative differences 

in the language af these twa groups. E>eviant children used fewer 

transformatiens and a greater number of ungrammatical farms than did 

normals. In a second study Lee (1966) found that linguistically 

deviant children omitted grammatical constructions which were net 

omitted by n0rmally developing children, More recently, Morehead 

and Ingram (1973) reperted. ne significant differe.nces between normal 

and deviant children for frequently used transformations. However, 

significant differences were found to exist between the two graups 

for infrequently used transformations. The type and number of construc

tions changed with advancing levels of linguistic development f0r both 

groups, but deviant children used fewer linguistic categories and 

c0ntexts at each level than did normal chil<!lren, 

The effects of syntactic variables in paired-asseciate learning 

has been investigated by Rohwer and his assaciates. Specifically, 

this research focused upon the learning of noun pairs embedded in 

grammatical word strings. It was stimulated by Rohwer•s finding 
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that " ••. the am0unt 0f facilitation pr0duced by meaningful, syntac

tically structured word strings depends upon the form class of the 

w0rd intermediate between the two members af each pair'' (Rohwer, 1964) • 

Rehwer and Lynch (1966) hypothesized that verb cennectives 

facilitated paired-asseciate learning ef nauns because of the semantic 

ccmstraint they impose; verbs effect narrawer limits an subsequent 

w0rds in the string than cde prepesiti0ns or conjunctions. This 

hypethesis was tested with sixth grade students as subjects, using 

materials constructed to permit manipulation ef beth the form class 

of connectives and the size ef the class ef respanse neuns. It was 

expected that cerijunctive connectives would be equally as effective 

as verb cennectives in paired-asseciate learning when the size of the 

noun respense class was held censtant. This centrel was accomplished 

threugh the use of a recognition task rather than a recall task. 

])ata from a series ef three experiments failed to c©nfirm this 

hypathesis. The results of Experiment I indicate that, while the 

main effects of verb connectives and. the recagnitien mode ef respense 

were significant (p,l.. 01), the interactive effect up<i>n which the 

c0nstraint hypothesis was based, was not significant. In subsequent 

experiments (II and III) subjects fr0m varying grade levels (five 

and six) and reading ability levels served as subjects. As in 

Experiment I, the interactive effect of farm class and resp<i>nse mode 

was net significant. Rohwer and Lynch cencluded that semantic constraint 

was not sufficient ta explain the superiority af verb connectives. 

The e.ffects of avert activity implied by verb connectives, 

sentence meaningfulness, and the character ef test-trial stimuli en 

paired-asseciate learning have also been investigated (Rohwer and 



Levin, 1966). The results ef this study indicate that neither the 

activity implied by the verh (actien vs. still) ner the meaningfulness 

of sentences (nerm.al vs. anemalciims) predticed a significant effect on 

paired-assaciate learning. Hawever, the type ef test-trial materials 

used was significant. Stimuli censisting ef a "subject noun and a 

verb" were found· t0 be superiar to both "subject noun stimuli" and 

"verb stimuli" for direct 0bject noun respenses. This finding lead 

Rohwer and Levin ta conclude that " ••• the selectian of verbs as func

tional stimuli during the study trials daes net acc0unt far the 

sentential facilitatiG>n af neun-pair learning" (Rehwer & Levin, 1968, 

p. 137). 

In a study designed to test the effects of connective ferm class 

and type of grammatical unit en paired-ass0ciate learning, Suzuki 
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and Rehwer (1968) hypethesized that the type of word string (sentence 

vs. phrase), net the form class (verb vs. conjunctian) , was respcmsible 

for Rehwer's previaus finding that verb connectives facilitate paired

ass0ciate learning af nouns. Suzuki and Rohwer predicted that sentence 

strings would he superior t0 phrase strings as facilitators of paired

associate learning ef nouns regardless ef the ferm class Qf the 

connective used. Hewever, the results of their study failed t0 confirm 

this hypothesis. Phrase strings (the r0ck and the bettle) were 

superfor te sentence strings (The rock and the b©ttle hit him). Verb 

ccmnectives (The car pulled the wagon.) were superior to ccmjunctive 

ccmnectives (The car er the wagon pulled it.). · Suzuki and Rehwer 

ccmcluded that " ••• the actual linking ef the nouns by the verb is 

crucial in facilitating paired-assaciate learning" (Suzuki & Rohwer, 

1968, p. 586). 



In terms.of deep and surface structureanalysis these results 

were seen as support~ng the premise that learning involves input into 

the mem0ry system in the farm 0f underlying word strings rather than 

surface structure units. From this Suzuki and Rohwer predicted that 

tw0 n0uns embedded in the same underlying werd string, but dif.fer·ent 

surface strings would be learned faster than twe neuns embedded in 

different underlying strings, but the same surface string. A predic

tian of surface structure mediation w0uld imply that sentences er 

phrases with conjunctive cennectives would facilitate paired-associate 

learning to a greater degree than verb connectives. A predictien ef 

underlying string mediation would favor .verb connectives. Suzuki and 

Rehwer's study lends support ta a hypothesis af learning in terms of 

underlying strings rather than surface structures. 
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0ne hyp0thesis af the present study is that complexity ef syntac

tic structure is a significant variable in oral language comprehensien. 

Suzuki and Rohwer's hypethesis, if true, would tend te support this 

position in that a c0mplex sentence centaining an embedded dependent 

clause implies a greater number ef underlying strings than does a 

kernel sentence. 

A second body of cantemperary research has been cencerned with 

the mediation value of imagery in paired-associate learning. This 

research, which censiders preblems of stimulus meaning, information 

transmission and retrieval, and distinguishing facilitative charac

teristics af images, stands in contrast te earlier studies which 

assununed the value of imagery lay in its capacity te spatially repre

sent two objects as ene erganized unit. 



Paivio's (1963) "cenceptual peg" hypothesis is characteristic 

0f this more cantemporary viewp0int. According ta this hypothesis, 

high imagery words mediate between verbal input and output 'by serving 

as "pegs" from which ass0ciates can be hung and retrieved. Implied 

in this is the assumpti<i>n that the stimulus effect of words depencls en 

their capacity ta arouse sens@ry images of ccmcreate objects or events 

(Pai via, 1963). 

This canceptual peg hypothesis generated the prediction that 

the effect of the image-evaking quality af wards in paired-associate 

learning would be greater as a stimulus attribute than a resp0nse 

attribute. ]l)ata collected with neun-adjective pairs, using fourth 

and fifth grade subjects, supperted this predictien (Paivio, 1963). 

Noun ccmcreteness had a more pesitive effect on learning as a stimulus 

(N-A) attribute than as a response (A-N) characteristic. A second 

study (Paivio and Yuille, 1966) with feurth, sixth, and eighth grade 

subjects also supported this canclusion. N0un-n0un, rather than 

m>Un-adjective w@rd pairs were used. The ccmcrete-abstract condition 

was found t© be highly superior tel> the a'bstract-concrete ccmdition. 

Paivio and Yuille interpreted this finding to indicate that children 

experience difficulty when praducing responses to abstract items 

which have only limited meaning·for them. 

The relatianshi:p between imagery (I), cancreteness (C), and 

meaningfulness (m) has also been a tepic IJ)f research. Paivia, Yuille 

and Madigan (1968) rated 925 nouns according te these three criteria. 

Correlations cr,f .83 between imagery and c0rtcreteness and .72 between 

imagery and meaning were 0btained. In subsequent investigatiens, 

Paivio (1967) and Paivio and Olver (1964) studied the effect af mean-
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ingfulness as a stimulus factor. Bata from their research indicates 

that isolating "m'' had little effect on the c@rrelati<i>n between imagery 

and. learning. With imagery contr0lled, the effect 0f "m" was reduced 

t0 zero·. 

Paivio and Madigan (1968) tested the hyp0thesis that " ••• the 

facilitating effect of imagery (I) on the stimulus side of pairs would 

be greater when the nmun mem'ber is paired with a high association value 

rather than a lew-association value syllable" (Paivio & Madigan, 1968, 

ppo 35-39). Nouns rated either high or low in their image-evoking 

quality (I), but equal in meaningfullness (m) were paired with high 

and l0w association value (AV) ncmsence syllables. Data from this 

study indicated that the expected interactien of Order x Imagery x 

Association Value was not significant. Superier recall occurred for 

· (1) pairs in the syllable-word order, {2) pairs in which nouns were 

high in imagery (I), and· (3) pairs in which syllables were high in 

association value (AV). Paivio and Madigan concluded that the imagery 

hypothesis implies a multi-stage c<!lding precess in which stimulus and 

response terms are encoded inte nonverbal images during their paired 

presentatian. 0n recall trials, the stimulus term presumably acts 

as a cue for the compeund image which can 'be dec0ded to yield the 

appropriate verbal responseo 

Research has compared the stimulus value of pictures to that of 

w0rds (Paivio and Yarmey, 1966; IDilley and Paivio, 1968; Milgram, 

1968), These studies indicate that pictures are superier to werds 

as stimulus items, but present a dec0ding problem when used as resp0nse 

terms. Billey and Paivio interpreted their findings t(:) indicate 

that pictures p0se a deceding pr0blem at the mediatienal level. 
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"Yeung children have greater difficulty than adults making symb0lic 

transfermation frmm mediating image t0 required verbal response" (IDilley 

and Paivi0, 1968, pp. 231-240). 

In a study which compared the stimulus value of wards in iselatien 

t0 that of wards with pictures; Rohwer, Lynch, Levin, and Suzuki (1967) 

faund that stimulus pictures together with wards produced more correct 

respanses than did wrds alane. Yeunger children (gracde three) 

benefited more from the picture-werd C(i)mbinati<lln than did alder (grade 

six) chilciren. Rahwer cancluded that this differential. effectiveness 

indicates that 0lder children, rather than yaunger ones, make better 

use 0f action depiction anal, by inference, of the action imagery it 

prevokes. Rehwer attrihutecd this effect te the fact that younger 

children do n0t sure an apprmpriate verbal tag alang with the action 

imagery ev0ked. 

Measurementef individual cdifferences in imagery ability (Kuhlman, 

196@; Stewart, 1965) incdicates that imagery aeility measures are 

predictive ef learning-performance with picterial-verbal materials. 

High-imagery female subjects have been feund t0 be superior to law

imagery females in memary f0r incidental cempenents 0f a c0mpeund 

stimulus er response item (Ernest and Paivio, 1969a). Hewever, this 

trend has not been found tG helcd for male subjects. Paivig and Csap0 

(1969) suggest that, while visual imagery is efficient for aurage ef 

item data, it is inferi©r ta verhal symbelic representati0n fer storage 

ef sequential infermatien. · 

Thus, research to identify and measure significant factors in 

verbal learning indicates that it is the result mf a c0mplex precess 

involving bath learner and. task variahles. Maturati0n, imitatfon and 
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and asseciation all play a part, but they are net sufficient te account 

for the creativity which is found in language pr0duction from its 

inception. While basic language patterns have been mastered by nermally 

develeping children prier to school entry, accquisitic:m and refinement 

ef mere complex aspects o.f language continues through· the elementary 

scheol years until at least age teno Linguistically deviant chilcdren 

differ from nermally developing cmes primarily in rate of language 

acquisition, that is; the language @fa linguistically deviant child 

is typically similar te that 0f a y0unger, normally devel0ping child. 

Research inte paired-associate learning indicates that syntax 

is one significant variable in verbal learning. The farm class of 

connectives was faund t© effect paired-assrociate learning with verb 

cennectives superior to b0th prepositien ana ccmjunction connectives. 

Noun pairs embedded in phrases were founa to 'be more easily learned 

than those embedded in sentences. Similarly, research inte the effect 

0f the image-ev0king equality 0f nouns indicates that imagery does have 

a functional effect on learning and memory, an effect which appears t0 

be useful in learning and remembering at all ages. Its effectiveness 

varies accerding t® the nature of the learning task, the su'bject's age, 

and his experience. Paivie (197(i)) expresses this relationship as 

follows: 

The developmental changes occurring around 7 to 8 years of 
age corresponding to the beginning af anticipa.tery imagery 
(acc0rding to Piaget and Inhelder, 1966) and of verbal 
symb0lic modes of thought (accerding to Bruner), may be 
the age at which the capacity fer sym'bolic transformations 
--frem words te images and l>ack to words--makes a quantum 
leap (Paivio, 1970, ppo 385-392). 



4. The Relationship between ©ral Languase 
and Reading Achievement 

It is only within v.ery recent years that there has develaped 

an awareness that children identified as reading disabled and/r;,r 

learning disabled frequently exhibit deficits in e.ral language func-

tioning. 0ut of this awareness has emerged a number o.f studies 

designed to measure the relationship between and/or the effects ef 

various oral language campsnents on reading achievement. Variables 

which have li>een studied include cG>mprehensic!>n of linguistic and. 

syntactic compG>nents of mral language, associative verhal enc0ding, 

mode of presentatian, type of·instructions given,visual memory, 

paired-associate learning, and reading c1ii>mprehensic1m. For the most 

part the results af these studies suppCi>rt the positbn that a rela-

tionship does exist li>etween aral language functioning and reading 

achievement·. 

The observation that learning disabled students frequently 
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exhibit immature speech patterns,.inadequate CCilmprehension of cQnnectecd 

speech, and errors in 0ral expressbn prempted Wiig and Semel (1974) 

ta compare the linguistic cG>mprehension abilities af learning disabled 

and narmally achieving students. An experimental test instrument 

which measured cemprehension Qf linguistic concepts was administered 

to thirty-two (32) learning disabled and sixteen .• (16) normally 
.";- .· 

achieving elementary scheel children. Linguistic cencepts measured 

included passive censtructicm and c0mparative, sequential,. spatial, 

and familial r.elationships, Results of this study indicated that 

learning disabled subjects made a significantly greater number of 

errors than normally achieving au'bjectsc,n every cCDnstruct tested, 
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This finding leaci Wiig and Semel to conclude that· 0ral language 

functioning was sig,nificantly related to learning· disabilities. 

In a second study, one which investigated the relationship between 

oral language syntactic skills and reading ability,Vogel (1974) 

hypethesized that ciyslexic students were alsCi> deficient· in aral 

language syntax. Vogel compared twenty (2@ n0rmal and twenty (2©) 

dyslexic second grade males. Experimental tasks included a series af -· 

instruments which measured reading comprehensien, word recognitian, 

vacabulary, syntax, grammatic closure, and sentence recall. Results 

ef this study confirmed its hypothesis. Differences between narmal 

and dyslexic suhjects were significant at the p <.,.901 level with 

nermal subjects consistently perf0rming m0re efficiently that dyslexic 

cmes. Vogel cencluded that significant differences did exist between 

the two groups ef sul!>jects. She furthe-r observed that the nature of 

these ciif·ferences was such that identification of "high risk," that is, 

potentially dyslexic students pri:0r-t0 scheol entry might be possible. 

Samuels and Anders0n (1973) studied the relati0nship hetween 

visual perceptual skills and reading achiev-ement-. Specifically, they 

investigated the effects of· "visual rec0gnition memory" <i>n·paired-

ass0ciate learning and reading achievement. Samuels and Anderson 

hypethesized that suhjects with high visual recogn±tian memory scores 

would be superiar t0 those subjects with lGw visual rec0gnitien memery 

sc0res on a difficult paired-associate learning task •.. They further 
·.'··· 

hypothesized that geed readers would i>e superit!>r to pGt!>r readers in 

visual rec0gniti0n mem<i>ry and that there weuld be a ciifference between 

goad and peor readers in the kinds <i>f errers made on the·· visual 

memery task. 
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Sixty-four (64) second grade children served as sub>jects. These 

subjects were divided int@ groups based upon their reading ability and 

intelligence. Three experimental tasks were administered ta each 

subject. The first was a visual memary task while the second and third 

were paired-ass0ciate learning tasks. C0rrelatian analysis was used to 

evaluate data. Results indicated that the relati0nship between I.Q. 

and visual recognition mem0ry and the more difficult paired-associate 

learn. task was significant at the p <:. (ill level, the carrelati0.n between 

visual rec0gniti0n memary and the easier paired associate task was net 

significant. 

Comparison of good and poar readers indicated that good readers 

were significantly superi<Dr (p <-©5) to peor readers in visual recog

nition mem0ry, v@cabulary, camprehension, I.~., and the more difficult 

paired-associate learning task. N0 significant relatfonships were 

found between reading ability and either the easier paired-associate 

task or the type ef visual memory errors. H0wever, g00d readers made 

significantly fewer errors than cdicd pQor readers. These results lead 

Samuels and Ant:lersan to conclucde that visual recegnitic!>n memory was 

related te perfarmance on paired-asseciate and reading tasks .• 

In a two-part study Mickelsen (1972) inves.tigated the relatian

ship between associative verbal encading (a/vLe) as a language processing 

skill and reading achievement. Part I was designed to determine if a 

significant relationship existed hetween these twe inf©rmatian precessing 

skills. Six hundred and seventy-six {676) nine year old children served 

as subjects. Significant carrelatiens (p <..01) were found te exist 

between asseciative verbal learning and reading achievement. 



©n the basis 0f this cerrelation Mickelson bypethesized that: 

(1) associative verbal encoding will improve with training, and (2) 

ass0ciated with impravement in associative verial enceding, if it 

eccurs, will be c0ncemitant improvement in reading achievement. Two 

hundred and nine girls and 214 boys in fourteen randomly selected 

classes served as subjects for Part II Gf this study, Classes were 

randomly assigned t0 either experimental 0r centrol conditions. 
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Training of a/v/e invelved encouraging subje.cts ta give as many responses 

as possible to 96 stimulus words. Twe training periods were held daily 

by classreem teachers during school time. Tw© stimulus words were 

presented in each training session, Analysis ef results indicated that 

the main treatment effect was significant at the p.L .@(i)l level. There 

were n~ significant interactive effects. Fram these results Mickelson 

c0ncluded that reading performance might well be a cegnitive search for 

meaning in which the verbal repertoire ef the learner would be an 

imp0rtant component. 

Levin (1973) studied the interactive ef.fects of reaciing ability 

and m~de of presentatien, He proposed that reading comprehensien 

consisted of an ongoing search for and pr0cessing af information, 

a search which recquired complex 0rganizati0nal strategies en the part 

0f the reader, Levin hypothesized that (1) it was p0ssible to demon

strate a reading ability-mode of presentati0n interacti@n and (2) this 

interaction would be produced when an organizational strategy was 

generated by the student internally as 0pposed t0 being pr©vided f0r 

the student externally, 

Three greups of subjects were identified.: adequate readers, 

deficit po0r readers, and difference poor readers. Deficit p00r 
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readers were defined as students wh0 lacked the necessary prerequisite 

skills for success in reading. IDifference pe0r readers were defined as 

these whe pessessed these prerequisite .skills ltut wh0 dif.f ered from 

adequate readers in their reading habits. Stimulus materials ccmsisted 

af twe twelve-sentence steries with twe. alternative modes ef presenta

tien. In the "printecd text" format st0ries were typed 0n index cards 

with 0ne sentence per .care!. For the "p-ictC!>rialn versicm the same 

steries were presented in a series a.f twelve cart0cm-like pictures with 

0ne picture representing each sentence and eachpicture meunted on a 

separate cardo St0ries were presented ta each sul>ject in one of three 

experimental c0ncdi·tions: (1) printeci text anly, (2) printed text with 

imagery instructions, and (3) pictorial presentationo Afte.r a su'bject 

cempleted each st0ry he was asked thirteen questic1ms which measured 

comprehensicm and memory. Performance was measured in terms 0£ the 

number of c0rrect·responses t0 these questi0ns. 

Results in terms 0f the mede ef presentat·icl>n indicated that the 

imagery instructians produced a significantly superici>r perfarmance when 

campared to the printed text only and the pictorial m0des. Examinatian 

ef the effect of reading ability indicated that go.ad readers performed 

significantly hetter than p00r readers under all experimental concUtions. 

The predictfon that p00r readers weuld 'benefit more from pictarial 

materials than g00d readers was net suppartecdo N0 differences in reading 

ability were found between deficit and difference readers. H0wever, 

visual imagery instructions were feund. t0 facilitate the learning af 

difference poor readers mare than deficit poor readers. This result was 

seen as supporting the hypethesi"s that imagery instructions facilitated 

the camprehensicim 0£ difference peor readers by inducing them t@ attend. 

te the semantic characteristics and relatienships in printed. materials. 
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Thus, ©ut of research which measures the relaticmship lr>etween 

oral language comprehension and reading achievement, the fellewing 

tentative canclusbns can be drawn. First, this research suggests that 

significant relationships dQ exist between oral language and number 0f 

reading skills including c0mprehensi0n. SecQnd, students identified as 

learning disabled and/or dyslexic have been faund t© be dificient in 

b©th cemprehensbn 0f Qral language syntax and in paired-ass0ciate 

learning, Third, this haidy of research suggests the pessibility ef 

significant aptitude-treatment interactions. The implicatian ef this 

finding, if true, is that no 0ne factor 0r treatment method can be said 

t© be a blanket s0lutfan for any given learning pr0'blem. Rather, 

future research must attend ta the task 0f defining the cenditions 

under and the type 0f student for which any crme treatment is mast 

effective. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METH©D A.NE> DESIGN 

Selecticm af Subjects 

Subjects (N = 56) fa.r this study were selected frem two saurces: 

(1) a private day sch00l for children with learning disabilities and 

(2) a public school. All prespective subjects were administered the 

reading cemprehensian subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Survey~ 

Level ID, (1965) and the Peabedy Picture Vocal>ulary Test (IDunn, 1959). 

Fr0m the results ef these twe tests reading expectancy sc0res were 

c0mputed using the Bond Reading Expectancy F0rmula (Bond and Tinker, 

1967). This formula, which censiders both intelligence and educatianal 

experience is: 

Reading Expectancy • Years in Sch1H>l X I.<il. + 1.() 
100 

Althci,ugh a definitbn of educatimnal experience as "years in scheel" 

is acknGwledged t0 be inadequate in that it fails te c0nsider quality 

af instructill>n, this formula fer c0mputing reading expectancy was judged 

ta be superici>r t0 these which give n0 cCi>nsideratien to this fact0r. 

1. Adequate Readers 

Twe gr0ups 0f pli>tential su'bjects were identified tbr0ugh the 

ab0ve process: (1) adequate reaciers and (2) disabled readers. Adequate 
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readers were de.fined as students wh0se reading C(!)lD.prehensiC!>n scares were 

equal teer higher than their expected reading levels. Students SCi> 

identified were administered the Bender Visual-Met0r Gestalt (Bender, 

1938) ancil the E>raw-A-Pers11m (Gec1,cden0ugh-Harr.is, 1963). Teacher inter

views and examination of schaal records were cenducted ta identify 

students with a histary of learning problems. Drawings were evaluated 

acc0rding to psychemetric criteria (Bender., 1938; Keppitz, 1963; 

G00cden0ugh-Harris, 1963). Stucdents whese drawings and/Gr scheol 

histeries suggested the pessil>ility of specific learning deficits were 

eliminated as p0ssihle subjects. 

2. Disabled Readers 

Students were judged reading disabled if their ability t0 derive 

meaning from printed materials was not cammensurate with their intelli

gence and ed:ucatienal experience, that is, their expected reading levels. 

The amount ef discrepancy between the student's actual and expected 

reading levels which was tolerated varied with level 0f performance. A 

lag in actual reading c0mpetence of .• 5 years was censiderecil significant 

up tea reading grade level 0f 2.5, while a lag ef .75 was permitted 

between grades 2.5 and 3.9, and a lag of 1.0 was telerated above grade 

4.0 (Ray, 1972). According t0 Ray's criteria, a f©urth grade student 

with an expected reading level ef 4.75, llut an actual performance level 

af 3.75 would be censidered a disabled reader. An0ther student at the 

same grade level with an expectancy ef 4.(1) and.a performance level af 

3.75 weuld n0t be se classified. 

Students identified as hath learning disabled and reading disablecl 

were subjected tCi> a secenci eliminatien process te exclude these whose 
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reading disability might be influenced hy other factors such as 

irregular schoel attendance or cultural disadvantage. School demographic 

data were examined and teacher interviews were conducted to identify 

these students whose memilership in an ethnic, cultural, or secio

economic group might serve ta classify them as culturally disadvantaged. 

This decision ticr; eliminate students from these groups stems frem the 

finding that they frecquently learn a dialect of English which utilized 

different syntactic structures than those of Standard English (Cazden, 

1972). Similarly, school recerds were examined for evidence ef excessive 

absenteeism. Students whase attendance at school was irregular were 

excluded. Finally, quality ef instruction was recognized as a third 

fact0r which could significantly influence reading achievement. Hewever, 

because an accurate evaluati11>n of quality of instructi0n was net pessible, 

and since this fact~r was judged to be equally variable for beth 

adequate and disabled readers, no attempt was made te contr(l)l for it. 

As additienal criteria, enly males between the ages of ten years 

and twelve years, six months were accepted as subjects. This sample 

was restricted to males because both research ancd experience have indi

cated that a disprop0rtionate number of both learning disabled and 

reading disabled students are male, Imposing this restriction eliminated 

the need to identify a female sample of RD-LID subjects when it was not 

available in the populations from which the subjects were drawn. It 

also eliminated the need to control for sex differences in analyzing 

data, 

The ten year to twelve year, six ml0nth age range was selected fer 

a number 0f reasons. By age ten normally devel0ping children can be 

expected to have developed the perceptual maturity needed for reading 
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(Keppitz, 1963; Frostig, 1963) and to have mastered basic word analysis 

skills (Band and Tinker, 1967; Smith, 1972). Within Piaget's (1966) 

model af intellectual cilevefopment, they shoulcil be capable af anticipatory 

imagery and l0gical, communicable thought. Inadditian, they shauld 

have acquired the aral language skills needed to c0rrectly respond to 

the grammatical structures presented in this study. 

The abeve assumptions de nat hold for RE>-LID students. The failure 

of students to demanstrate these skills can be interpreted as further 

indication of delayed and/or atypical develc:i>pment 0f information-

pr0cessing skills. 

Research Design 

This study was designed to test the effects of syntactic complexity 

of sentences and the image-eveking quality 0f embedded noun pairs on the· 

0ral language c0mprehension and pairecil.-associate learning of average ar 

above average readers (AR) and re!iding disabled-learning disabled (RD-
;7:· 

LD) subjects. A 2 x 2 x 2 split-plat research design was used. The 

variables for the study were: 

Independent Variables 

Stimulus--syntactic complexity of oral language sentences 

--imagery value of embedded noun pairs 

Organismic Variables--reading ability af subjects; presence 

or absence of indicators of learning disabilities 

Dependent Variables 

Response--number of correct respC!>nses to oral language 

comprehension test 

--number of embedded noun pairs c0rrectly recalled 
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Analysis Gf variance was used as the test of statistical analysis. 

A p~.05 level e-f prebability was selected as the level at which results 

were considered significant. 

Hypotheses 

The follewing hyp0theses were tested in this study: 

H1 : The effect of the imagery value ef· embedded n<1>un pairs on oral 

language comprehension is net significant. 

H2 : The effect of the syntactic complexity ef sentences on oral 

language comprehensien is not significant. 

H3 : The interactive effect 0f imagery value @f embedded noun pairs 

and syntactic complexity ef sentences en 0ral language comprehension 

is not significant. 

H4: The interactive e.ffect 0f reading ability ef subjects and imagery 

value ef embedded noun pairs on eral language cC!>mprehension is not 

significant. 

H5 : The interactive effect of reading al,ility of subJects and syntactic 

camplexity af sentences on oral language cemprehensien is not signifi

cant. 

H6 : The interactive effect ef reading al>ility of susjects, imagery 

value af embedded neun pairs, and syntactic camplexity of sentences 

en aral language CC!>mprehension is not significant. 

H7: The effect of the imagery value af embedc!led noun pairs on 

paired-assaciate recall isnat significant. 

H8: The ef·fect 0£. the syntactic complexity ef sentences C!>n paired

associate recall is not significant. 



H9 : The interactive effect c,f. the imagery value ef, embecdcded nc,un 

pairs ancd syntactic complexity 0f sentences am paired-associate recall 

is not significant. 
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H10 : The interactive effect Gf reading ability 0£ suhjects and imagery 

value 0f embedded nCi>un pairs on paired-assGciate recall is not significant. 

H11 : The interactive effect 0f reading ability of subjects. and syntactic 

cemplexity of sentences on paired-associate recall is nQt significant. 

H12 : The interactive effect of reading ability <Df subjects, imagery 

value of embedded noun pairs, and syntactic· complexity of sentences (i)n 

paired-asseciate learning is not significant. 

The Test Instrument 

An experimental test of language acquisitfon was constructed to 

measure subject's ability to use image.ry and syntax to derive meaning 

from sp0ken language. Tw0 levels 0£ imagery were es·tablished by the 

use of either high- 0r l0w-imagery n0un pairs in sentences. High- ancd 

l0w-imagery noun pairs·· were selected fram a list 0f 925 nouns rated 

acc0rding t(I) their imagery, cencreteness, meaningfulness, and frequency 

of use (Paivi0, Yuille, and Madigan, 196.8). High-imagery neuns had a 

mean imagery scale value (l).f +ti. SQ. The mean imaJery scale value of 

low-imagery nouns was +3.25. All nouns selected were rated as high 

frequency ratingso 

Two levels Ci>f syntactic complexity were established. Low syntactic 

complexity sentences were simple, active, declarative,Gr kernel 

sentences. High syntactic c0mplexity sentences were·embeclcded sentences, 

that is, sentences in which a dependent clause was included in a simple 

sentence te ferm· a c0mplex 0ne. 



Both the imagery value ef neun pairs and the level of syntactic 

complexity was varied in each sentence.· Thus, four types of sentences 

were ctmstructed: 

High Imagery--High Syntactic Complexity 

High Imagery--L0w Syntactic Complexity 

Low Imagery--High Syntactic Complexity 

Low Imagery--L0w Syntactic Complexity 

Five sentences of each type were included in the test instrument 

(Appendix B), Thus, it censisted of twenty sentenceso 
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A sketch depicting each sentence was drawn. This correct sketch, 

together with a distractor and twa 0ther randomly selected filler 

sketches was presented with each sentence. The order of presentation 

of sentences within each sentence type was randomly determined. A 

twenty second maximum response time was enforced. The number of 

c0rrect responses for each sentence type and the total number of 

c0rrect respcmses was recorded f0r each subject. 

After pr,esentati0n ef each sentence type, one noun from each 

embedded n«:mn pair used in that sentence type was presented orally. 

The subject was asked to recall the ether m11un pair member. The 

number of c0rrectly recalled noun pairs was recorded. 

Pr0cedure 

Data cellecticm consisted of the administration of an experimental 

test @f language accquisition c0mprised of twenty sentences which varied 

in their syntactic complexity and the image-ev©king quality of embedded 

noun pairso Subjects were randomly assigned te one of the four 

possible erders of presentation. 
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The test instrument was individually administered to each subject. 

The foll(i)wing instructions were given: 

This is te see how well you understand and remember what 
yeu see and hear. I am going te say twc, words, then read 
a sentence which uses those w0rds. Each time I read a 
sentence I will sh0w yeu four pictures. I want you to tell 
me which picture best describes the sentence, After I have 
read five sentences, and you have chosen the 'best picture 
for each, I want te see haw many ef the w0rds you can 
remember. I will tell yeu ene ©f the words from each 
sentence and ask you to tell me the other word. 

Let's try an example. Listen carefully te these words and 
sentences, then choose the best picture f0r each sentence. 

Ring--Bex "The ring is in the box." 

Hand--Lady "The lady held out her hand." 

The·subject was given twenty secends to respond. If he did not respond 

within that time period, or if his response was incorrect, the cerrect 

picture was selected by the examiner and the process was explained to 

the subject. If his response was cerrect the examiner said, ''Ga,0d, 

that is correct." 

After both sample sentences had been presented in this manner, 

the subject was presented with ene of the n0uns from each sentence 

and asked to recall the second pair member. These instructions were 

given: 

"Now tell me, which w0rd goes with bGx?" 

"Which WGit:d gGes with lady?" 

As with the picture identification p0.rtion 0f the test, a twenty 

second response time was allowed and the cerrect response was previded 

if necessary. 

After these explanations had heen given the test sentences were 

administered. No additienal explanations were given. A twenty second 

respense time was allowed for each response. The number 0f correct, 



that is, the number 0f c0rrectly identified pictures and the mnnber 0f 

n0uns recalled, was recorded far each sentence type. 

Summary 
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This chapter has presented a descriptbn of the subjects in this 

study, the criteria fsr their selectfon, the research design and proce

dures, and the test instrument used. An experimental test of language 

acquisition was administered t0 fifty-six subjects, half 0f wh©m were 

identified as average sr ab0ve average readers with no history or 

indicati©n of learning disabilities and half of wh©m were identified 

as reading disabled--learning disabled. A 2 x 2 x 2 split-plat research 

design was used. Analysis 0£ variance was selected as the test of 

statistical significance. A p <.05 level of prabability was set as 

the acceptable level 0f significance. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS 0F THE IDATA 

Intreductian 

Chapter IV presents the results of this study and an analysis of 

the data. The study was designed to measure the effects· 0f the imagery 

value of embedded noun pairs and of the syntactic complexity of orally 

presented sentences on oral language camprehensic>n and paired-associate 

recall. A 2 x 2 x 2 split plot analysis of variance design was used 

to measure these effects (Kirk, 1969). A p < .05 level of significance 

was set. 

Hypetheses ane through six test the effects of imagery and syntax 

on oral language comprehensian. Hypatheses seven through twelve refer 

t0 the effects af these same two variables on paired-asseciate recall. 

Table II presents data pertaining to hyp0theses one through six while 

Table III cc:mtains comparable data for hypatheses seven threugh twelve. 

Hypothesis One 

H1 : The effect of the imagery value of embedded naun pairs on 

eral language cemprehensian is net significant. 

Analysis of variance fer Hypethesis ©ne yielded an F value ef 

1©8. 8 (Table II). This value is significant at the p<. .001 level. 

Therefore, Hypothesis One is rejected. These results indicate that 

the imagery value 0f embedded neun pairs did significantly effect oral 
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language cemprehensic.m. The mean numl>er ef correct responses for the 

high-imagery conciition is 9. 59 as CCl>mpared to 6 .84 for the low-imagery 

conditian. These statistics indicate that the high-imagery CCl>nditfon 
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was mare facilitative af oral language cGmprehensi(!)n than was the bw

imagery conditbn. The standard deviation for the high-imagery condition 

is .56 as compared to 1.72 for fow-imagery. · This indicates a greater 

variability in performance of subjects on the low-imagery task. 

Hypethesis Twa 

H2: The effect ef syntactic camplexity of sentences en oral 

language comprehensian is not significant. 

Analysis af the data for Hypathesis Twe yielded an F value of 

4.64. This value is significant at the p i,..05 level af probability. 

Therefare, Hypothesis Twe is rejected. These data indicate that the 

syntactic camplexity of arally presented sentences is a significant 

variable in aral language cemprehensicim. The mean number af carrect 

responses for the high-syntactic complexity canditien is 8.48 as compared 

to a mean of 7.95 for the !C!lw syntactic complexity task. This indicates 

that the high syntactic condition facilitated eral language comprehen

sfon t0 a greater degree than the l0w-syntactic conditien. The standard 

deviation for the high-syntactic cemplexity canditiGn is 2.71 as 

compared to 1.10 for the low-syntactic complexity task. This indicates 

that there was alse greater variability in subjects' performance on 

the high-syntactic camplexity task. 



TABLE. II. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE TABLE FOR 
©RAL LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION TASK 

Source of Variance ss df ms 

ss Between Subjects 47.93 55 .87 

Reading Ablility ef Ss ;2.16 1 2.16 

Ss within Greup 45.77 54 .85 

ss Within Subjects 11254.5 53 212.35 

Imagery l(l)5.S7 1 lQS.87 

Reading.· Amili ty 
X Imagery 2.57 l 2.57 

Imagery X Ss 
within Greups 52.55 54 0.973 

Syntax 4.01 1 4.01 

ReacdingAbility 
X Syntax .• 31 1 .31, 

Syntaxx Ss 
46.69 within Greups 54 .86s· 

Imagery X 

Syntax l(i .&El 1 16.08 

1\eacUng Ability.x 
Imagery X Syntax 0.C!l l 0.0 

Imagery X Syntax x. 
11026.id Ss within Greups 54 204.19 

' ,: :.5{ 

ss T©tal 11382.43 
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. ,B l' 

2.54 NS 

108.11 .(i)(!)l 

2.64 NS 

4~14 . 05 

.36 NS 

.08 NS 

.00 NS 
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Hypothesis Three 

H3 : The interactive effect 0~ imagery value 0f embedded noun 

pairs and syntactic c0mplexity 0f sentences cm oral language comprehen

sion is not significant. 

Analysis of variance fer Hypothesis Three yielded an F value of 

.©8. Because this value is not significant, the null hyp0thesis cannet 

be rejected at the p"'- .©5 level. These results indicate that the inter

active effect ef the imagery value of embedded n0un pairs and the 

syntactic complexity 0£ orally presentea sentences was net statistically 

significant in the oral for the oral language c0mprehension task. 

Hyp0thesis Four 

H4 : The interactive effect 0f reaaing ability ef subjects and 

the imagery value ef embedded n0un pairs en 0ral language c0mprehensi0n 

is not significant, 

Analysis 0f·variance for Hyp0thesis Faur yielded an F value of 

2.64. This value is net significant at the p ~.05 level. Therefore, 

the null hypothesis cann0t be rejected. These clata indicate that the 

interacti0n ef reading ability and imagery was net statistically signi

ficant in its ,effect on the eral language c0mprehension C!)f subjects in 

this study. 

Hypothesis Five 

H5 : The interactive effect ef reading ability of subjects and 

syntactic complexity ef sentences ort. oral language comprehension is 

m>t significant. 
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Hyp0thesis Five, which- tested the interactive effects of reading 

c0mpetency and syntactic c0mplexity on t9ral language cemprehensi0n, 

·yielded an F va-lue 0f • 36. This value is net significant at the p <.. • 05 

level. Acc0rdingly, the null hyp0thesis cann0t. be rejected. These 

results supp0rt the c0nc-lusiCi!)n that the interactive·effects af reading 

ability and syntactic cemplexity were n0t statistically significant far 

the 0ral language c0mprehensi(!),n task. 

Hypothesis Six 

H6 : The interactive effect mf reading ability ef subjects, 

imagery value ef embedded noun pairs, and syntactic c0mplexity 0f· 

sentences en oral language c0mprehensiC!>n is net significant. 

Hypathesis Six measures the interactive ef.fects ef r~ding ability, 
·,, 

imagery, and _syntactic cemplexity 0n 0ral language comprehensicm. 

Statistical analysis yielded an F value ef zere. Since this value is 

net significant at the p < .G.5 level, the null hypethesis cannot be 

rejected. These results suppa-rt the pCi>sitien that the interactive 

effects ef reading ab,ility,. imagery, and syntactic c0mplex.ity were not 

statistically significant en the eral·language cemprehension task. 

Hypethesis Seven 

H7: The ef feet 0f the imagery value ef emhedded noun- pairs on 

paired-ass0ciate recall is net significant. 

Bata derived frsm statistic-al analysis te.test this hypethesis 

yieldecd an F value 0£ 856 •. 94 (Tabl.e III) • This value is significant at 

the p {. 9(!)1 level 0f cenfidence. Accordingly, Hypathesis Seven is 

rejected. These results indicate that the imagery value of. em'bedded 



TABLE III 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE TABLE FOR 
PAIRED-ASSOCIATE RECALL TASK 

Source of Variance ss df ms 

SS Between Subjects 89.96 55 1.64 

Reading Ability of Ss 18.85 1 18.85 

Ss within Groups 71.11 54 1.32 

SS Within Subjects 4728.75 53 89.22 

Imagery 754.11 1 754.11 

Reading Ability x 
Imagery .39 1 • 39 

·imagery x Ss within 
Groups 47.75 54 .88 

Syntax 30.75 1 30.75 

Reading Ability 
x Syntax .03 1 .(!)3 

Syntax x Ss 
within Grc.>ups 33.47 54 • 62 

Imagery x Syntax 1. 29 1 1.29 

Reading Ability x 
6~77 Imagery x Syntax 1 6. 77 

Imagery x Syntax x 71.37 
Ss within Groups 3854.19 54 

SS Tc.>tal 4818.71 
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F p 

14.28 .001 

856.94 .ocu 

.44 NS 

49.60 .001 

.05 NS 

• (!)2 NS 

.09 NS 
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n(!)un pairs is a significant variable in paired-associate recall. The 

mean numberef correct responses far the high-imagery task is 8.82 as 

compared to 1.48 for the law-imagery task. This indicates that the 

high-imagery conditicm facilitated paired,-asseciate recall t0 a greater 

degree than the bw-imagery ccmciitien. The standard deviation f0-r the 

high-imagery ccmditien was 1-.22 as cempared tc, 1.72 fe-r lew-imagery. 

Thus, there was greater variability in subject perfermance en the law

imagery task than mn the high-imagery task. 

Hypethesis Eight 

H8 : The effect of the syntactic c0mplexity 0f sentences en 

paired-assmciate recall is n0t significant. 

Data frem this study yielded an F value ef' 49. 66); fo.r Hypa>thesis 

Eight. This value is significant at the p 4.G)(i)l level 0f preeability. 

Therefore, Hypethesis Eight is rejected. These data indicate that the 

syntactic camplexity af sentences was a significant variable in- paired

associate recall. The mean number Gf carrect responses f0r thehigh

syntactic camplexity,task is 4.41 as campared t0 5.89 f0r the l0w

syntactic camplexity task. These data indicate that the law-syntactic 

c0mplexity conditbn facilitated paired-associate recall mere effectively 

than the high-syntactic cemplexity c0nditien. The standard cieviation 

fer the high-s,ntactic c0mplexity cendition is 1.65 c0mpared tG a 

stanciard .deviation af 1. 2© for the lCDw-syntactic camp·lexity coiiditien. 

Thus, subject perfermance on the high-syntactic cemplexity task was 

merevaria'ble than subject perfGrmance en the lew-syntactic complexity 

task. 
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Hyp<!>thesis Nine 

H9 : The interactive effect ef the·imagery value of eml!>edded nG>un 

pairs and syntactic complexity of s~ntences en paired-asseciate reca·ll 

is not significant. 

Analysis of variance yielded an F value of .(i)2 fer Hypothesis Nine. 

This value is net significant at the p <.. ©5 level. These data suppert 

the c0nclusi0n that the interactive effects of imagery and syntax were 

not statistically significant for the i;,aired-associate recall task. 

Therefere, Hypethesis Nine cannet be rejected. 

Hypothesis Ten 

H10 : 1:: The interactive effect af reading ali>ility ef suhJects and 
\ 

imagery value 0f emll>edded neun pairson paired-asseciate recall is not 

significant. 

JData derived from statistical analysis ©f this hyp0thesis yielded 

an F value ef • 44. This value was not significant at the p (.. (i)5 level 

of probability. Consequently, Hyp(i)thesis Ten cannot be rejected. These 

results indicate that the interactive effect af reading ability and 

imagery value ef embedded nCi>un pairs was not significant varial!>le in 

paired-ass0ciate recall. 

Hypothesis Eleven 

H11 : The interactive effect of reading ability af suli>jects and 

syntactic c0mplexity af sentences on paired-assaciate recall is net 

significant. 

Analysis 0f variance to measure the interactive effect of subjects'\ 

reading ability and syntactic complexity 0£ sentences on paired-
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associate recall yielded an F value of .05. Because this value was not 

significant at the p < .05 level, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 

These data indicate that the interactive effect of the subjects' reading 

ability and syntactic complexity of sentences on paired-associate recall 

was not significant. 

Hypothesis Twelve 

H12 : The interactive effect of reading ability of subjects~ 

imagery value of embedded noun pairs, and syntactic complexity of 

sentences on paired-associate recall is not significant. 

Data from this study yielded an F value of .09. This value was 

not significant at the p <. .05 level. Therefore, Hypothesis Twelve 

cannot be rejected. These results indicate that the interactive effect 

of subjects' reading ability, imagery, and syntactic complexity of 

stimulus sentences was not a statistically significant variable in 

paired-associate recall. 

Summary 

Chapter IV presented the results of this study and analysis of 

the data it generated. These data indicate that the main effects of 

the imagery value of embedded noun pairs and the syntactic complexity 

of stimulus sentences were statistically significant in beth oral 

language comprehension and paired-associate recall. High-imagery value 

of embedded noun pairs facilitated both oral language comprehension and 

paired-associate recall. High-syntactic complexity of stimulus 

sentences also aided oral language comprehension, but low-syntactic 

complexity was more facilitative of paired-associate recall. Data from 
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this study also indicate that nene C>f the interactive effec,ts predicted 

were statistically significant. The effects a,f_ image·ry and syntax were 

additive rather than interactive fer bath experimental tasks. MC>reaver, 

reaciing a'bility af sul!>jects did net interact with imagery er syntax to 

a statistically significant degree for either C>ral language cemprehensian-

0r paired..-assaciate recall. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sunnnary 

This study was an experimental investigation to test the effects 

of the image-evoking quality of embedded noun pairs and the· syntactic 

complexity of stimulus sentences on oral lan~uage comprehension and 

paired-associate recall. Fifty-six (56) males ranging in age from ten 

years to twelve years, six months served as subjects. Half of these 

were identified as adequate readers with no history of learning disabili

ties. The remaining half were c.lassified as both reading disabled and 

learning disabledo This classification was made through administration 

of a battery of tests to measure reading comprehension and to identify 

specific learning deficits, through inspection of school records, and 

through teacher interviews (see Chapter III). 

All subjects were administered an experimental test of language 

acquisition which measured oral language comprehension and paired

associate recall under two levels of syntactic complexity, and two 

levels of imagery in embedded noun pairs. A split-plot 2 x 2 x 2 

analysis of variance research design was used to analyze results 

(Kirk, 1968). The p~.05 level was set as necessary for rejection 

of null hypotheses. 

The purpose of this study was to. determine whether the image

evoking quality of embedded noun pairs and/or the syntactic complexity 
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of stimulus sentences would exert a statistically significant effect 

cm verbal learning in ten to twelve year eld male subjects. Verbal 

learning was eperatienally defined as <'>·ral language cemprehensien and 

paired-associate recall as measured by the experimental. test instrument. 

A secend purpo'se ef this study was to determine if. there were signifi

cant interactive effects between these two stimulus variables and 

subjects' reading CCl)mprehensfon abilities. 

A tatal of twelve hypetheses were C(!)nstructed to measure the 

effects mf.variables in this study. Hypathesis ©ne predicted that the 

effects 0f the image-evoking quality of embedded noun pairs, as a 

stimulus variable, would not be statistically si;nificant when oral 

language c0mpreh:ension was the dependent variable. Testing of this 

hyp0thesis yielded an F value of l(i)8.81· which was significant beyend 

the p (• 001 level. Censequently, Hypothesis ©ne was rejected, This 

finding indicated thatthe,imagery value 0f embedded noun pairs was a 

significant variable in era! language c0mprehension. Cemparison of 

subj'ects' perfermance under the two levels ef imagery revealed that the 

mean number of cerrectresponses fer the high-imagery cendition was 

9,59 as cC:>mpared t·o 6.84 fer the le:w-imagery conc!litian. These data 

indicate that· the high-imagery candition facilitated oral language 

c0mprehensicm to a greater extent than the law-imagery condition. 

Hypothesis Two was cG>nstructed t0 measure the effe.cts of syntactic 

complexity as a stimulus variable when oral language comprehensian was 

the dependent variable. This hypothesisstated that the effects af 

the syntactic complexity of stimulus sentences on 0ral language compre

hension would net be statistically significant. The F value fer this 

hypethesis was 4.64, Because this value was significant at the p<..(1)5 
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level, Hyp0thesis Twa was rejected. This f.inding indicated that the 

syntactic complexity af test sentences was als.0 a significant variable 

in 0ral language camprehensi<i>n. C0mparisan @f means for the high anal 

l©w syntactic camplexity concditbns indicates that the high-syntax 

cenditian pr0duced a greater mean number 0f cC!>rrect respC!mses (M = 8.48) 

than did the l©w-syntax cenditien (M = 7. 95). 

Hyp0theses Three threugh Six were cc!mstructecl to measure the 

interactive effects 0£ stimulus and erganismic variables cm eral 

language cemprehensien. All passiele cem'binati©ns ef these variables 

(image-evaking quality of embeeicied noun pairs, syntactic cemplexity 

ef stimulus sentences, ancl reading cemprehensic;m abilities ef subjects) 

were tested.- Hy:pu!>theses Three thnugh Six preciicted that the inter

active effects ef these stimulus ancl arganismic variables w0uld nG>t 

he a significant factCilr in 0.ral. language c0mprehensian. Findings 0f 

this study indicate that none 0f the interactive effects ef·these 

variables were statistically significant at the p <, (i)5 level. Analysis 

of these clata indicates that the effects af the twestimulus variables 

(imagery and syntax) were additive rather than interactive. These 

data further indicate that neither ©f these stimulus variables inter

acted ta a statistically significant degreewith the arganismic 

variable, reading aaility ef subjects. Because a£ these fincUngs, 

Hypetheses Three thr©ugh Six were net rejectecd. 

Hypothesis Seven was censtructecd ta measure the effects of the 

image-ev©king quality ef embedded noun pairs as a stimulus variable 

when paired-associate recall was the dependent variaele. This 

hyp0thesis predicted that the effect 0£ the image-ev0king equality 

af embeeided n0un pairs wauld nci,t be a significant varial>le in paired-



ass0>ciate recall. The F Statistic computes fer .this hyJ!)0thesis was 

S56. 94, Because this value was significant beyona the. p ( ,.(i)(U level, 

Hyp0thesis Seven was rejecteC!l. This indicates that the, image...,.ev0king 

equality 0f emlDedaecd' n0un pafrs was a highly significant variahle in 

paireci-asseciate- recall. C0mparis0n 0f the mean number 0f. c0rrect 

respcmses f0r the high- and l0w-imagery c0nditiens- indicates that the 

high-imagery cmnciitian (M• 8.82) wasm0re·effective in facilitating 

pairecd-ass0ciate recall than the lew-imagery condition (M = 1.48). 
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The effects 0f the syntactic complexity 0£.stimulus sentences an 
t 

pairecd-ass0ciate recall was measure<!l. hy Hypothesis Eight~. This 

hype thesis predicteci that these effects. wa,uld not· be statistically 

significant. The F value c0mputeci for this hyp0thesis was 49.60. 

Because this value was significant at the p <. (i)(l)l level, Hyp0thesis 

Eight was rejected. These finciings indicate that syn-tac.tic c0mplexity 

was alsa a sign-ificant varialDle in pairea-ass0ciate recall. The mean 

number ef c0rrect· resp0nses 0n the high.-syntactic c0mplexity cenditian 

was 4.41 as cempared u 5.S9 fer the l0w-syntactic conciitien. These 

statistics indicate that the l0w-syntactic c0nditi0n facilitated paired-

ass0ciate recall t0 a greater degree than the high...,.syntactic c0nciliti0n. 

Hyp0theses Nine thrmugh Twelve were cC1>nstructed·t0 measure the 

interactive effects 0£ stimulus and mrganismic varialil.es. when paired-

assmciate learning was the depencientvariable. All pessible c0mliiina-

tiens Gf these variables were tested. It was predicted· that n0ne e.f, 

these interactive effects weuld l>e statistically signifi'cant. Findings 

supp0rtecl these predictiens. As a result, Hypetheses Nine threugh 

Twelve cauld n0t ae rejected,· These finciings indicate that the stimulus 

and 0rganismic variables in this study did net interact t(\) a statis-

tically significant degree in paired-ass0ciate learning. 
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C0nclusions 

The ·results sf this stuciy incdicate that lui>th the. image~ev0king 

equality 0f emhed.decd. neun pairs anal the syntactic camp:lexity a,f stimulus 

sente.nces were significant variaBles in vermal lea,rning •.. The highly 

significant effect 0£ imagery 0n beth 0ral language c0mprehensi0n and 

paireci-ass0ciate recall (p<. .0(Dl) is particular!~· notable.- C0mparis0n 

mf the mean number 0-f c0rrect respc,nses under higb-imagery anci lew

imagery cenGlitioms (Tali>le IV) reveals that sul>.j ects t, perfermance under 

the high-imagery c0nditfonwas superiar tc, their performance under the 

lew-imagery c0nGliti0n 0n beth the 0ral ·language c0mprehensi0n task and 

the paired.-ass0ciate recall task. ©n eral language c0mprehensi0n the 

high-imagery cG>nditien resulted in a mean ef 9. 58 cerrect ·. respenses as 

compared. t0 a mean 0f 6.84 cerrect respenses fer the lew-imagery 

cCi>nditien. Subjects' perf©rmance cm the paireci-asseciate recall task 

resul teci in a mean mf 8. 32 CGr-rect resp0nses for the high-imagery 

cconditie,n as cmmparecil te a mean ef 1.48 c0r.rect. responses fer the· low

imagery conciitio,n. Thus, the high-imagery cenalitien was facilitative 

af beth 0ral language cG>mprehensien ·. anal paired-asSG>ciate recall. 

These findings with- respect te the·· effect a,.f • imagery in paired-asseciate 

learning c0ncur with similar previaus findings {Pai vim, 1973; Pai vim 

and Yuille, 1968; Paivie and Madigan, 1968). · They als0 suppcort fimlings 

that- cUfferences in imagery a'bility are predictive 0f; learning perfermance 

with picterial-verl>al materials (Kuhlman, 19.66>; Stewart, 19ti5) •. 

As with imagery, finGlings frmm the present stucdy indicate that 

the syntactic complexity C!>f stimulus sentences was a significant 

variable in b0th 0ral language c0mprehensi0n (p <..IDS) and paireEl

ass0ciate recall (p (.001). C0mpa.ris0n 0f means fmr high-synta_ctic 
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cemplexity and low-syntactic c©mplexity canditbns (Tai>le IV) reveals 

that am the ©ral language cemprehensi(i)n task the high-syntactic c©ndi

tien pr©duced a mean Cl'Jf 8. 48 c©rrect respcmses as c0mpared t0 the l0w

syntactic c0mplexity c0,nditi©n which resultea in a mean ©f 7. 95 cmrrect 

respcmses. Thus, the high syntactic c0mplexity ccimdition was m0re 

facilitative 0f oral language c©mprehensien than the l©w-syntactic 

complexity c0nditi@n. 

This finding regarc!ling the· effects 0£ syntax on 0ral language 

cemprehensfon is in c<!mtrast te the findings ef Slo'bin (1966) that 

syntactic simplicity facilitated eral language c0mprehensic.m. B0th 

S1@bin 1 s study and the present study required picture identification as 

a resp©nse task. H0wever, these twe studies differed in several 

respects. First, Sl©bin's study tested camprehensien 0f different 

syntactic structures (kernel, negative, passive, and negative-passive) 

than th@se tested in the present study (kernel·and complex). This 

difference p©ints u a need to identify ages at which variaus syntactic 

transf©rmatiens are accquired. Second, subjects in Slebin's study 

differed f,r0m th0se in the present study cm several organismic fact©rs. 

While Slcribin used an equal numl!>er ef male and female subjects, enly 

males participated in the present study. In additian, Slebin's study 

utilized a greater age range ©f subjects (6, 8, 1©, 12, and 2© years). 

than th@se in the present study (10 years to 12 years, 6 menths). 

Finally, Sfobin did not differentiate sul>jectsaccarlii.ing te reading 

ability-learning ability criteria. Conflicting findings fram these twe 

studies indicate a need t@ measure the differential effects ef these 

erganismic variables. 

This facilitative effect of high-syntactic complexity did not 

halci f,n the paired-associate recall ta'sk. The mean numl>er ef carrect 



resp(\)nses fer the high,-syntactic c0mplexity cenc!liticm was 4.41 ·as 

campared t0 5. 89 f0r the law-syntactic c0mplexity cancUtian. Inasmuch 

as the high-syntactic complexity cBnditien prmduced.lc!mger w0rci ~trings 

than ciid the l0w-syntactic. cemplexity condition, these. finc!lings support 

. the fin ding af. Suzuki and R0hwer (196·8) that short w0rcd strings are 

mre facilitative of pairecd-assocfa.te learning than are l0nger G>nes •. 

Findings fr0m the present study alsa suppart Suzuki and R0hwer's 

premise that " ••• the actual linking 0£ the n0uns by the verb is crucial 

in facilitating paired-assaciate learnin'' {Suzuki & R0hwer, 1968, p. 58~). 

Law-syntactic C(l)mplexity sentences presented in this study c©ns·isted 0f 

a naun pair with n0un markers cannected by- a verb (Appencdix B). In 

high-syntactic cemplexity. sentences, h0wever, 0n.e nGun pair member was 

embedded in the main er independent clause·while the secana n0un pair 

member was lacateC!l in the c!lepencient clause.· Th\ls, the l0w-syntactic 

c0mplexity sentence·s fallawed a naun-ver'b-nCi>un pattern while the high

syntactic camplexity sentences did net. Speculatian as t0 passible 

reasons for the differential effects 0£ syntactic cgmple?City 0n &ral 

language camprehension ancil paired-associate recall suggest the passi

hility that high syntactic camplexity sentences facilitated Gral 

language cemprehensian. because they pr.aviciled. 11lt!>re data than cUd 

l0w-syntactic cl.l>mplexity sentences. ©n the 0ther hand, lew-synt·actic

complexity sentences might he seen as mere· facilitative ef paired-assa

ciate recall because ef their sherter length ancil c0nsequent l0wer 

d.emands in terms Gf memC!>ry l0·ad. 

Ncme 0£ the interacti0ns predicted in t,his stucdy preved ta be 

statistically significant. Their ncmsignificanceindicates that the 

stimulus variables 0£ this study eperated. inanacdditive manner, 



independent ef each other, and indepemlent 0f the 0rganismic variable. 

This finding is similar t0 Mickelsen' s. (1973) finciing- -that, altheugh 

training in ass0ciative verl,al encl!itiling·imprC!>ved the enceeiing skills 

ef subjects, its interacti.ve effects with reading achievement were not 

significant. 
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The finding Gf the present study that the interactien 0f stimulus 

and organismic variables was n(!)t statist-ically significant c0nf·licts 

with Levin's (1973) finding that imagery instruction facilitates the 

mein0·ry and comprehension ef "difference p0or reaciersll tG> a greater 

degree than "deficit p00r readers-. 11 PGssi'ble explanatians fCi>r this 

c!liscrepancy include differences· in s·timulus materials and task require

ments. Levin's experimental task required subject t0 c0nstruct ment-al 

images as mediat0rs between printed: text materials and responses while 

the present study refiluirecd sul>Jects t0·select a pictarial representa

tbn ef a stimulus .frem an array 0f feur pictures. It might be 

speculated that, altheugh 00th tasks invQlved the use ef imagery as a 

mediator between the stimulus and the ,respC!>nse,-picture identification 

constituted a rec0gniti0n resp0nse which was simpler than the recall 

demancded by Levin's c0mprehensi0.n resp0nses. A sec<:md task varial!ile 

which might acc0unt-fer differences in findings is the length af 

stimulus units. While the present study re,uired selectiG>n 0£ a 

picture far each single sentence, Levin's study required responses ta 

twelve-sentence units. This greater length might be seen as mere 

demanding in terms 0-f 'b0th icdeaticimal cemplexity ancd memary lead.· 

An additiGnal, and unpredicted result 0f this study is the differ

ential relati0nship between su'bjects' reading ability and their 

perf0rmance o>n the two. respcmse tasks. Results af this study indicate 
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a significant relatia>nship between subjects' reading a'bility and their 

performance 0n the paired-assaciate recall task (F = 14.22; p .(..0©1). 

H0wever, a similar relatici>nship between sumjects' reading ability and 

eral language cemprehensiCDn was net indicated. The perfermance 0f 
~ 

reading disabled-learning disal>led suajects was ccamparable t0 that mf 

a<!lequate readers en the erallanguage c0mprehensi0n task. The results 

indicate that the average -reade-rs in. this study were net superier- ta 

the reading cdisabled-le~rning disa'bled su'bjects in their ability t0 
·'. ··, 

apply meaning te stimulus sentences varying levels 0f syntactic c0mplex-

ity. H©wever, average· readers were superi0r t0 reading disablecd-learning 

disabled suli>jects in their. ali>ility t0 recall neun pairs embedded in 

these stimulus sentences. 

These findings pr0mpt speculation as t0 possible explanati0ns 

and/er implications. @ne pessili>le explanati0n might li>e found in the 

nature 0f the resp0nse tasks. The-c;,ral language cemprehensian task 

required a recagniticm respense while the· paireci,-assG>ciate learning 

task required recall. If this explanation were valid, it wuld imply 

that reading ciisablecd-learning disabled sul>jects perceive, encocde,. and 

uncderstand as well as acieEJ.uate readers, eut that they d0 net integrate 

incoming data inta a st©rage-retrieval system. Withinthis context, 

the 0ral language cemprehensi0ntask might beviewetdas a precessing 

activity in c0ntrast t0 paireci-ass0ciate learning which-might he 

c0nsidered ta be an eml product: 0f. learning, ene which extends bey0nd 

the enc0ding pr0cess. 

Asecend p0ssible explanation for these fincdings might-be that 

the 0-ral language cemprehension task was. net sufficiently sensitive 

te discriminate hetween acdequate readers anci·reaciling disabled-learning 
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disabled subjects. This explanaticm implies a need for further refine

ment 0f and research with the test instrument. 

The highly significant effect of i111agery en 00th the 0ral language 

c0mprehensi0n and the paired-asssciate recall tasks supports the thesis 

that language acquisitien requires. inf0rmati0n prscessing. skills which 

mediate between input and 0utput. In de deing, these data als© concur 

with Chemsky's p0siti0n that the stitnulus-respense model of learning 

espeused by behaviorism cann0t adequately ac:c(!)unt for the complexity of 

languages precesses •. Alternative theGries ef language acquisitfon 

propesecl by Ch@msky, Piaget, aml Vygetsky have all stressed this 

c©mplexf.ty @f language functi0ning and the clese relationship between 

language and theught. IData frem the present study which indicate the 

significant effect ef imagery as a mediating pr©cess in language 

functiening cencur with the theories @f these men wha view language 

as a precess (!)f symb0lizati0n which permits expressien and/er communi

cation ef th©ughto 

Recommendatiens 

The findings ef this study demenstrate the need far further 

resear!;h in verbal learningo The fallowing reccnmnendations are based 

upon these findingso 

1. Results of this stucly indicate the need for further research t© 

determine more precisely the ages at which specific syntactic structures 

are incerparated inte the language system. Further research is also 

needed t@ determine more precisely the relatienship between language 

precessing variables and subject variables such as age, sex, and 

reading cemprehensi©n a~ility. 
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2. The finding of this study that the performance ef average readers 

en the paired-ass0ciate recall task was superier ta the perfermance ef 

reading disablecil-learning disabled sul>jects suggests a relatianship 

between paired-assaciate recall, as an 0ral language infarmaticm 

precessing skill, ana reading comprehension. A need fo·r further research 

to cilefine the precise nature ef this relationship is indicated. 

3. Chomsky has aefined deep structures as canstructs which represent 

meaning, in contrast te surface structures which are the grammatical 

£0:rms used to canvey this meaning. Thus, deep structures may be seen 

as closely related to thaught, while surface structures are a function 

ef language. The results ef this study suggest that the delineatien 

which is made between receptive and expressive language functioning 

might be useful in research regarding the acquisiti0n ef syntactic 

structureso Within this context, the 0ral language comprehension 

task presented in this study wauld ee m<l>st accurately described as a 

task which measured receptive comprehensic;m of the syntactic structures 

presentecd. If, as research has indicated {Lee, 1971), reception 

precedes expressi0n in language acquisitien, then the finding ef this 

study that average readers were nGt superfor ta reading Cllisablea

learning disabled subjects on the 0ral language c0mprehensi0n task 

suggests a need fer furthe·r research tiQ measure the expressive language 

skills of these tw@ types (!)f suli>jects, utilizing the same syntactic 

structures. 

4. The finding ef this study that high-syntactic CQmplexity facilitated 

eral language c©mprehensic>n while low-syntactic cemplexity aiaed pairecil

associate recall suggests a need far further research t@ determine the 

effects of syntactic complexity, as a stimulus variable, cm ether 

language respense variali>les. 
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5o F>ata fr0m this stucdy suggest that reacding disablecd,-learning disabled 

subjects perceive, enc0de, and c0mprehend as well as adequate readers, 

but that they <il0 n0t integrate inc0ming data inta a starage-retrieval 

system as effectively as de average readers. These results indicate.a 

need f0.r further research t0 identify specific fact<Drs which facilitate 

or impede this integrati0n precess. 

6. Sentences tend to lileceme l0nger as syntactic cemplexity increases. 

Further research is indicated t0measure the differential effects ef 

sentence length and syntactic complexity 0n a variety 0.f language 

learning tasks. 
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APPENIDIX A 

TABLES ©F RAW SCORES, MEANS, AN]]) 

STANDARID IDEVIATI©NS 

93 



TABLE IV 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR 
ORAL LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION AND 

PAIRED-ASSOCIATE RECALL TASKS 

Oral Language Comprehension Task M 

High Imagery 9.59 

Low Imagery 6.84 

High Syntactic Complexity 8.48 

Low Syntactic Complexity 7.95 

Paired-Associate Learning Task 

High Imagery 8.82 

Low Imagery 1.48 

High Syntactic Complexity 4.41 

Low Syntactic Complexity 5.89 
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SD 

,56 

1.72 

2. 71 

1.10 

1.22 

1. 72 

1.65 

1.20 



Subject 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2C:l 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

TABLE V 

READING COMPREHENSIG>N SC©RES FOR 
GATES MACGINITIE READING TEST 

95 

Average Reacders Reading Disablecd-Learning Bisablecd 

Grade Level Expectancy Subject Gracde Level Expectancy 

7.1 5.0 1 4.7 5.7 
7.6 5.4 2 2.4 4~8 

11.9 8.2 ., 3 2.6 6.1 
+11.9 8.4 4 3.(l) 7.1 

7.2 6 .(i) 5 3.2. 4.8 
+11.9 7.1 6 2.4 5.5 

9.3 5.9 7 4.5 7.9 
+11.9 9.2 8 -2.2 6.8 

6.1 5.5 9 -2.2 6.2 
10.9 8.5 10 2:1 1.1 
9.3 6.7 11 2.3 4.6 

11.9 6.7 12 4.7 6.4 
1(1).9 5.9 ,' 13 3.6 5.9 

+11.9 6.6 14 3.1 6.2 
10.9 7.4 15 4.5 5.8 
9.3 7.9 16 3.2 6.9 

11.9. 8.7 17 3.8 7.1 
8.1 5.8 18 4.1 6.1 
7.6 5.8 19 4.9 5.1 

l©.9 8.6 20 2.8 5.7 
10.9 7.5 21 2.2 6.5 
11.9 9.3 22 3.Q 6.0 
6.5 4.9 23 4. 7. 5.7 

. 6.8 5.6 24 5.6 7.8 
5.5 5.0 2, 4.0 6.1 ~~-

5 • .S 5.2 26 4.7 6.0 
(i. 2 5.2 27 2.3 5.8 
5. (i 5.5 '' 28 2.9 4.8 

•... 
:·,,.~:.,· 



Subject 

. s.:~1 
S-2 
S-3 
S-4 
S-5 
S-6 
S-7 
S-8 
S-9 
S-10 
s-:u 
S-12 
S-13 
S-14 
S-15 
S-16 
S-17 
S-18 
S-19 
S-2© 
S-21 
S-22 
S-23 
S-24 
S-25 
S-26 
S-27 
S-28 

TABLE VI 

RAW SC©RES ©F READING DISABLED-LEARNING DISABLED 
SUBJECTS ON THE ORAL LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION TASK 

High Imagery High Imagery Low Imagery Lew Imagery 
High Syntax Low Syntax High Syntax Low Syntax 

4 5 4 3 
5 5 4 3 
5 5 1 2 
5 5 3 3 
4 5 3 1 
5 5 3 3 
5 5 4 4 
4 5 3 2 
5 5 4 3 
5 5 5 5 
5 5 2 2 
4 5 3 3 
4 5 3 3 
5 5 4 1 
5 5 5 4 
5 5 3 3 
5 5 :3 4 
5 5 5 3 
4 5 4 3 
s 5 4 3 
4 5 3 3 
5 5 5 3 
4 5 3 3 
4 5 4 2 
5 5 4 3 
4 5 4 4 
5 5 4 4 
5 4 3 0 
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Subject 

S-1 
S-2 
S-3 
S-4. 
s-s 
S-6 
S-7 
S-8 
S-9 
S-10 
s-11 
s-12 
S-13 
S-14 
S-15 
S-16 
S-17 
S-18 
S-19 
S-2@ 
s..;21 
S-22 
S-23 
S-24 
S-25 
S-26 
S-27 
S..;28 

TABLE VII 

RAW SCORES OF AVERAGE READERS ON THE 
ORAL LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION TASK 

High Imagery High !magery Low Imagery 
High Syntax Lew Syntax High Syntax 

4 5 4 
4 5 4 
5 5 5 
5 5 5 
4 5 3 
5 4 5 
4 5 4 
5 5 s 
5 5 3 
5 5 s 
s 5 3 
s s 4 
5 5 4 
4 s 4 
s 5 4 
5 s s 
5 s 5 
5 5 5 
4 4 4 
4 5 5 
5 5 3 
5 5 4 
4 4 4 
5 5 3 
s 5 3 
5 5 3 
5 5 4 
4 5 4 
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Lew Imagery 
Lei>w Syntax 

4 
4 
3 
4 
1 
3 
5 
4 
4 
s 
s 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4·, 
1 
4 
3 
3 
4 
l 
4 
1 
4 
2 



Subject 

S-1 
S-2 
S-3 
S-4 
S-5 
s-6 
S-7 
S-8 
s-9 
s-10 
S-11 
S-12 
s.,..13 
S-14 
S-15 
S-16 
S-17 
S-18 
S-19 
s-i@ 
S-21 

.· S-22 
S-23 
S-24 
S-25 
S--26. 
S-27 
s..:.2a 

TABLE VIII 

RAW SCORES ©F READING DISABLED-LEARNING DISABLED 
SUBJECTS ON THE PAIRED-ASSOCIATE RECALL TASK 

High Imagery High Imagery Low Imagery 
High Syntax Low Syntax High Syntax 

4",, 5 0 
3 5 2 
5 5 3 
5 5 0 
5 5 0 
5 5 1 
4 4 0 
5 5 4 
5 5 2 
5 5 0 
5 5 0 
2 5 0 
5 5 © 
5 5 0 
3 5 1 
5 s 0 
5 5 0 
5 5 Q 
4 5 © 
s 5 2 
5 5 0 
5 5 1 
4 5 1 
5 5 0 
5 5 Ci) 

1 4 (!). 

5 5 e 
3 5 © 
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Law Imagery 
Low Syntax 

2 
2 
2 
3 
0 
3 
© 
4 
1 
3 
2 
3 
0 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 

·© 
GI 
1 



Subject 

S-1 
S-2 
S-3 
S-4 
s-s 
S-G 
S-7 
S-8 
S-9 
S-10 
S-11 
S-12 
S-13 
S-14 
S-15 
S-16 
S-17 
S-18 
S-19 
S-2© 
S-21 
S-22 
S--23 
S-24 
S-25 
S-26 
S-27 
S-28 

TABLE IX 

RAW SCORES 0F AVERAGE REABERS ON .THE 
PAIRED-ASSOCIATE RECALL TASK 

High Imagery High Imagery· Low Imagery 
High Syntax Low Syntax High Syntax 

) 

5 5 (I) 

4 5 0 
3 4 a 
5 5 1 
3 4 Q 

5 5 0 
5 5 0 
3 5 1 
2 5 (j) 

1 5 0 
l 4 0 
5 5 Q 
4 5 0 
4 5 (i) 

4 4 4 
3 5 0 
4 5 1 
2 4 a 
4 5 (I) 

3 5 0 
3 5 (i) 

4 5 0 
1 4 0 
4 5 l 
5 5 0 
4 5 €) 

4 5 (l) 

4 5 o_ 

9.9 

Low Imagery 
Low Syntax 

© 
1 
(!) 

e 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
(!) 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
(I) 

(1) 

(1) 
(l) 

1 
(I) 

3 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
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APPENBIX I 

THE EXPERIMENTAL TEST INSTRUMENT 



l(i)l 

DATA SHEET 

NAME: 

GR@UP: 

SE~UENCE: 

I. H-H 

1. (4) L (church) Raw Scere: 

2. (3) 2. (camp) Sentence Comprehension: 

3. (3) 3. (bey) Paired.-Asseciate Recall:. 

4. (3) 4. (newspaper). 

5. (1) 5. (battle)-

II. H-L 

1. (4) 1. (baby) Raw Scere: 

2. (2) 2. (hammer) Sentence Comprehensien: 

3. (4) 3. (car) Paired-Associate Recall: 

4. (1) 4. (queen) 

5. (4) 5 .• ( d. iam0nd) 

III. L-H 

1. (3) L (fact) Raw Score: 

2. (2) 2. (hammer) Sentence Cmmprehensien: 

3. (1) 3. (chance) Paired-Associate Recall: 

4. (4) 4. (the~ght) 

5. (2) 5. (accasi0n) 

IV. L-L 

1. (4) 1. ( oppar tuni ty) Raw Score: 

2. (3) 2. {moment) Sentence Caril.prehensian: 

3. (1) 3. (am0unt) Paired-As·sociate Recall: 

4. (4) 4. (explanation) 

5. (1) 5. (answer) 
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INSTRUCTI©NS T© SUBJECTS 

This is t0 see how well yau uncierstand and remember what yeu see 

and hear. I am gc>ing tC!I say twe w0rds, then read a sentence which uses 

those werds. Each time I read a sentence I will showyoufotir pictures. 

I want yeu to tell me which picture 'best descri'bes the sentence. After 

I have read five sentences, and you have ch0sen the best picture for 

each, r· want tm see hmw many ef the WG>rds yeu can remember. I will 

tell y0u ene 0£. the wards fr0m each sentence and ask you tt!> tell me 

the mther ward. 

Let's try an example. Listen carefully to these werds and 

sentences, then cheese the best picture for each sentence: 

Ring--Bmx 

Hand--Lady 

The ring is in the liu1>x. ·· 

The lady held mut her hand.-

Now, tell me, which ward went with box? Which-ward went with lady? 
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STIMULUS SENTENCES 

I. H"-H 

1. The clock* that hung on the church said five. 

2. The flag that flew over the camp* was burned. 

3. The bmy* who was by the table saw what happened. 

4. The newspaper that landed sn the grass* got wet. 

5. The bottle that floated in the ocean* contained a message. 

II. H-L 

1. The mother* holds the baby. 

2. The nail* is lying by the hammer. 

3. The_£!!:. pushes the elephant*. 

4. The queen* greets the king. 

5. The diamond is lying by the coin*. 

III. L-H 

1. The fact* that he might n0t secure the position worried the man. 

2. The situation* that resulted from the event was humorous. 

3. The knowledge that there was another chance* inspired hard work. 

4. The thought that the method* might wark encouraged him tm keep trying. 

5. The memmry* that he had mf the mccasian frightened him. 

IV. L-L 

1. The oppertunity* requires interest. 

2. The mement demancds truth*. 

3. The amount* is beyend belief. 

4. The method defies explanation*. 

5. The answer* reflects his attitude. 

*First stimulus word 
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